CITY OF PASADENA
Applicant Name: Pleasure Med LLC
Reviewer: Billie-jo Naysmith
Date: 3/19/19
OVERALL SCORE

Maximum
Points

Points
Awarded

Percent
Score

1,575

1,399

88.83%

GENERAL COMMENTS
Extremely well written business plan; the application indicated the Operations Manager was part owner of two
dispensaries in LA - Green Dot Marina Del Rey, The Shop Woodland Hills however, the licenses were not
confirmed on the BBC website. In addition to the experience of the ownership team, the applicant will utilize an
advisory board that consists of cannabis experts. The ownership team is experienced in owning/operating a
boutique retail store (adult pleasure) for several years, includes an attorney experienced in cannabis business
compliance, and an experienced cannabis cultivator. The overall application is very well put together and
indicates a high level of cannabis knowledge.

SECTION 1: QUALIFICATIONS OF OWNERS/ OPERATORS

750

655

87.33%

Experience
The application indicated the Operations Manager was part owner of two dispensaries in LA - Green Dot Marina
Del Rey, The Shop Woodland Hills however, the licenses were not confirmed on the BBC website.

Cannabis Industry Knowledge
In addition to the experience of the ownership team, the applicant will utilize an advisory board that consists of
cannabis experts. The ownership team is experienced in owning/operating a boutique retail store (adult pleasure)
for several years, includes an attorney experienced in cannabis business compliance, and an experienced cannabis
cultivator. The overall application is very well put together and indicates a high level of cannabis knowledge.
Ownership Team
The application described how the ownership team will be involved in day to day business operations.
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SECTION 2: BUSINESS PLAN

525

482

91.81%

Standard Operating Procedures (SOP)
Very detailed SOPs, utilized and successful in other cannabis dispensaries.

Financial Plan
Application included a detailed financial plan with narrative and financial statements. Also included a budget for
improvements, startup costs and 20% contingency. Estimated total required - REDACTED

Funding/Proof of Capitalization
Application included a letter from Morgan Stanley that confirmed Kamran Pourzanjani, who will finance the
startup operations, has specific accounts (numbers provided) that have balances in excess of REDACTED.

Records Software
Will utilize Native Records as well as a CPA firm. Will utilize Meadows POS software for sales records.

Track-and-Trace
Very detailed information about the POS software, how it will integrate with Metrc, and how the business will
comply with track and trace requirements.

State Testing Requirements
Detailed procedures as to how the cannabis products will meet state testing requirements.

Employee Training
Very detailed employee training procedures, covering all aspects of their duties.
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Customer Education
In addition to educating customers about cannabis at the point of purchase, applicant will hold a variety of
education classes. Plan also includes how employees will be educated prior to educating customers.

Marketing
Applicant intends to employ a website, blog, email subscription, events, social media and branding for community
driven marketing and reciprocal business partnership.

Community Benefits
The application is all-inclusive in terms of community benefits - "business that embodies the progressive founding
principals" of Pasadena, working with Homeboy Industries Herbs Cali Krush, Wildseed Oil, Pasadena Senior
Center, Pasadena City College Veterans Services Office, hiring local, employee benefits, partnership with
Shepherd's Door, Friends in Deed, hosting community events, partnering with a variety of local charity
organizations, have already engaged multiple local business partners.

SECTION 3: NEIGHBORHOOD COMPATIBILITY & ENHANCEMENT

150

131

87.33%

Exterior Design Concept
Very high end design, drew inspiration from Pasadena's Guiding Principals, discussed landscaping, lighting and
parking. Provided multiple high resolution photos.

Design Concept Integration
Spanish/Mediterranean exterior, described how applicant's design could integrate with Council Districts 3, 4 or 6
as prospective locations, additional details provided.

Integration of Security Measures
The applicant's overall goal is to design the security of the business around the community culture, so as not to
"stick out like a sore thumb". Consulted with three security consultants, utilize security guards, standard security
features.

Air Quality/Odor Control
Carbon filtration, split heat pump systems.
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SECTION 4: SECURITY PLAN

150

131

87.33%

Security Experience
Will utilize Yoder Enterprises, Spartan Transport Systems, Solid Security.

Background Checks
Applicant intends to conduct background checks on all employees.

Employee Safety Education
Application included high quality employee education plan, with a multitude of topics covered.

Employee Theft Reduction Measures
Application discussed a variety of situations that require employee theft reduction measures as well as how the
applicant would mitigate them.
Cash Management Plan
Will allow credit card processing to decrease the amount of cash on hand, discussed reconciliation, storage and
transport of cash, as well as counterfeit detection.
Product Access Protocols
Access to product limited to duties of employee, will utilize RFID access cards, ID badges and secure storage.

Product Deliveries
Sufficient delivery plan included, to include visual examples of vehicles and GPS devices.

Security Guards
Applicant will employ REDACTED security as well as

REDACTED

during business hours.

Video Camera Surveillance
Provided sufficient documentation of video camera surveillance, including a detailed security diagram and
examples of surveillance equipment to be used.
Armored Vehicle
Provided procedures and requirements for armored car services, as well as provided three possible vendors.
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CITY OF PASADENA

January 2019

Dear Review Committee,
The accompanying materials contain the Pasadena cannabis screening application for PleasureMed LLC:
-- Adult-Use & Medical-Use Retail Storefront with Delivery Business License (M/A Type 10) -For the majority of my life, I have had the privilege of calling Southern California home. My parents grew
up in Eagle Rock, but, the way that Pasadena used to pervade their childhood and early adult stories, I
always had the feeling they had wished they were from Pasadena. My dad grew up hiking the San Gabriels
with his father on Saturdays and attending Lake Avenue Church on Sundays with his mother. My mom
took her high school glamour photos under the Colorado Street Bridge and loved to reminisce about her
father waking up the family at four in the morning to get prime Rose Parade positioning.
I grew up in Laguna Beach, but became acquainted with Pasadena through my parents’ stories and an
inordinate amount of time spent amongst the community whenever visiting my grandparents. The
occasional Sunday service at Lake Avenue was followed by breakfast in Old Town and a drive through the
“ritzy” homes lining Orange Grove Blvd or South Grand. On long weekends, my dad would take me to the
Caltech campus or the Huntington as an attempt to inspire academic aspirations and imbue a smidgen of
culture. As a youth, I developed a sense of appreciation for Pasadena but always felt like an outsider.
My uncle bested my parents when he bought a home in Pasadena overlooking the Arroyo. His mid-century
modern home acted as my personal retreat when home on college break and provided me with immediate
access to the surrounding neighborhoods, and their unparalleled architectural heritage, as well as to the
expansive trails of the Arroyo and nearby San Gabriel Mountains. As a young adult I saw a new side of
Pasadena, I’d still take Grandma to church at Lake Avenue when in the area, but I also got to enjoy the
local nightlife, including entertainment and cultural options like the Ice House, local galleries, and
accessible theatre, as well as a vast array of local watering holes. With increased exposure and familiarity
my relationship with Pasadena evolved from that of an outsider to something like a non-intrusive visitor.
Fortune favored me when I was accepted to UCLA Law; I gained another excuse to escape to my uncle’s
Pasadena residence on long weekends and, of course, game days. My Pasadena-inspired interest in
architecture led me on walking tours of the City’s landmarks, and weekends were eventually consumed
with visits to the Rose Bowl Flea Market. Being slightly more polished, I was now presentable enough to
gain an invitation to my uncle’s well renowned (in our family at least) cocktail parties where I got to rub
shoulders with some of Pasadena’s intellectual and cultural elite. A self-impressed law student, I was
immediately humbled by the nonchalance with which Pasadenans discussed their professional pedigree
alongside a list of associations that they chaired or supported – pretenses were strikingly uncommon.
It was during these encounters that I came to discover the extent and breadth of Pasadena’s community
reach and its international influence on culture, science, education, and the arts. I gained an appreciation of
what it took to become a part of Pasadena’s social fabric and to earn a place amongst its inner-circle. I am
still lightyears away from broaching that inner-circle, but I am happy to have evolved from outsider and
non-intrusive visitor status, to now feeling like a welcomed guest amongst Pasadena and Pasadenans alike.
Character and heritage-driven communities like Pasadena and Laguna Beach compel an appreciation for
community pride and culture. The community virtues that I have gleaned from these tight-knit cities have
informed me of the importance of balancing deferential respect for established traditions with the need for,
and value of, progress. These lessons have come full-circle in my adult life as I now work with Legal
Cannabis Businesses to devise creative community integration plans. Unfortunately, my beneficent
creativity is typically stifled by clients who want to give as little as necessary to meet City requirements.
However, every once in a while I have the privilege of working with a client who genuinely wants to use
their business as a platform to contribute positively to the community in which they operate.
Brian Robinson is the most community-driven business owner that I have ever met or worked with. I met
Brian through working with him on PleasureMed’s dispensary project in West Hollywood. Like Pasadena,
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West Hollywood hosted an extremely competitive screening application process where prospective
operators had to demonstrate their qualifications to operate and integrate within the local community. Put
straightforwardly, the application requirements entailed there was no purpose in applying unless you were
the type of cannabis business that was not only dedicated to, but also capable of adding value to the local
community in the broadest and most comprehensive sense.
Brian developed the concept of PleasureMed on the foundation of community-driven business experience
gained through owning The Pleasure Chest. The Pleasure Chest is an adult retail store that Brian took over
following his uncle’s death. Much like the cannabis industry, the sex industry had been subjected to cultural
prejudices and political biases since its inception. Brian took his uncle’s two retail stores, completely
overhauled them to appeal to a broader and more refined demographic, and eventually expanded to three
more locations. Essentially, he took what were commonly viewed as seedy sex shops and turned them into
luxury boutiques that advanced sex as means of enhancing self-wellness. To accomplish this, Brian updated
the interior and exterior designs of his locations and enhanced the neighborhood appeal, established
community service and funding efforts on behalf of his stores, and developed educational offerings at all
of his locations aimed at educating the public about general wellness and mindfulness practices in addition
to safe sex and sexual awareness; he spent time, money, and energy to garner communal trust. The Pleasure
Chest’s Upper East Side location is a testament to Brian’s ability to assimilate a sensitive-use retail store
within one the Country’s most exclusive neighborhoods. The store’s exterior features expertly crafted wood
trim and paneling that is carried into the interior’s shelving and display cases. The store interior feels like
a museum or an upscale jewelry store with its laser edged glass cases and hand-made display tables. The
ambiance is so invitingly disarming that it is not uncommon to find highbrow locals perusing its offerings.
Parallel to The Pleasure Chest and the adult industry, PleasureMed seeks to participate in transitioning the
cannabis industry from the murky shadows to mainstream acceptance. Anti-cannabis prejudices are so
ingrained in America that our government still classifies Cannabis as a Schedule 1 narcotic. This
designation has real life implications: combat veterans are prescribed antidepressants and opioids whilst
preliminary university-backed research indicates medicinal cannabis is more effective with less side effects;
epileptic children in states without medical cannabis continue to have seizures even though studies have
proven CBD’s effectiveness at curbing episodes; and inmates continue to be incarcerated for increasingly
arbitrary and nonviolent crimes surrounding marijuana possession and use.
PleasureMed is envisioned to be Southern California’s premier boutique health and wellness dispensary.
Our mission is to empower individuals who seek Cannabis’ benefits by providing a sophisticated, secure,
congregational, and informative environment. PleasureMed aims to create a familiar, convivial atmosphere
that encourages responsible appreciation of Cannabis’ wellness-enhancing benefits. We are committed to
elevating the cannabis consumer experience while cultivating an informed and responsible clientele. Onsite Specialists provide product insight and recommended treatments; PleasurEd educational workshops
and support groups expand service offerings while increasing community outreach. Our dissemination of
educated advice will garner trust while providing a judgment-free setting that transcends social stigmas.
Our model calls for a holistic approach; PleasureMed will engage local non-profits, host community events,
and cultivate a robust network of local business partnerships. Beyond espousing cannabis’ wellnessenhancing benefits, PleasureMed will encourage cultural exploration, community participation, physical
activity and mindfulness as a means to enhance both personal and communal wellness. Our plans include
cross-sector business partnerships with spas, fitness centers, hiking tours, aromatherapy stores, and others
that spur local commerce through shared wellness principles. Similarly, we look to support local arts and
education initiatives through faceless donations and employee service hours. PleasureMed champions
social and restorative justice causes and includes socially equitable hiring practices and comprehensive
employee compensation packages, with policies such as reimbursement for college credits. For Mr.
Robinson and PleasureMed, establishing a boutique health and wellness dispensary in one of California’s
most dynamic cities is as much of a calling as it is a business opportunity. PleasureMed endeavors to partner
with Pasadena to establish a community-driven enterprise with an emphasis on holistic health and wellness.
In addition to Brian’s proven experience operating boutique stores in the world’s most desirable markets,
Tristan Lee, Kamran Pourzanjani, and myself, Sean Maddocks, bring distinct professional backgrounds to
2
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PleasureMed’s ownership team. Tristan Lee not only manages two of Los Angeles’ most established city
and state licensed dispensaries, his background in finance and technology sets him apart from stereotypical
dispensary managers. Kamran Pourzanjani is one of California’s most successful tech entrepreneurs, with
unsurpassed expertise in emergent markets. Mr. Pourzanjani’s financial acumen and success provides
PleasureMed with the ability to execute its integrative and innovative business model independent of profitdriven limitations imposed by investors and debt-obligations. My experience, beyond having an attenuated
footing in Pasadena, includes a comprehensive understanding of California’s regulated cannabis industry
and expertise in navigating compliance under the MAUCRSA.
Under our dynamic ownership quartet’s advisement, and with input from a spectrum of experts,
PleasureMed is capable of executing its vision and delivering on its commitments to the City of Pasadena.
PleasureMed features an advisory board that includes a digital marketing expert and leading medicinal
cannabis physician. PleasureMed has retained an architect, two security contractors, marketing firm,
bookkeeper and accountant who will assist PleasureMed through licensing, buildout, and operation. We
have heedfully integrated security measures without sacrificing efficacy. PleasureMed has worked with
Design Build Group LA to envision a design evoking the traditional elegance of Pasadena’s grand Civic
Architecture while retaining modern functionality; we believe our proposed facility and business plan
incorporate and personify Pasadena’s Guiding Principles and Community Values.
Having had the privilege of working with Brian and seeing his previous accomplishments in communities
where he operates, I am confident he and PleasureMed are the ideal partners for Pasadena. PleasureMed’s
business model is unique to the extent that community enhancement and integration are the foundation
of the business as opposed to an afterthought or forced compliance requirement. PleasureMed’s reliance on
a stimulated and engaged community inherently restricts it to character and heritage driven communities
with vibrant local cultures like Pasadena, West Hollywood, and Laguna Beach. Brian’s goodwill in West
Hollywood streamlined our local outreach efforts there; however, our outreach efforts in Pasadena have
edified the importance of patience, persistence, and deference to the local pulse.
We quickly learned not only that trust in Pasadena is earned and not purchased, but also that the local
conscience was mostly apprehensive about the cannabis industry’s introduction. Outreach efforts were
musingly complicated – managers of iconic Pasadena businesses expressed sincere excitement about
PleasureMed coming to town, followed by delivering the obligatory “ownership is conservative, and we
cannot have a formal engagement with cannabis”. Hadn’t any of these community leaders and business
owners visited The Pleasure Chest or attended my uncle’s famous cocktail parties…? Maybe, but that was
beside the point altogether. We underestimated the complexity of regulated cannabis businesses coming to
Pasadena – considerably. Rather than retreat, we redirected our efforts, broadened our outreach, and opened
our ears to the concerns and recommendations of the community.
PleasureMed eventually gained the ear of locals like Tom Coston who innately recognized the importance
of Brian’s record of community giving and offered insights about strategic partnerships and the abundance
of organizations that we could contribute to. It was through these conversations that we began to understand
how we could best serve the community of Pasadena and its needs. Our experience taught us that
genuineness is the only way to start a conversation in Pasadena. The more we engaged with the community
and its members, the more excited we became about the opportunity to become a part of Pasadena’s
unparalleled culture and heritage. Our outreach efforts resulted in important community relationships that
will allow us to slowly develop the trust required to broach Pasadena’s inner-circle. As an individual, that
inner-circle may be beyond my aspirations, but I sincerely believe PleasureMed is the type of business
capable of building a long-term, value-added relationship with Pasadena and its community.
PleasureMed thanks Pasadena for carefully crafting its application process to responsibly lead the city into
the regulated cannabis industry; we hope our submission conveys our sincere commitment to the
community and its values. We have intertwined quotations from Colleen Dunn Bates’ “Hometown
Pasadena” throughout the application to evince our deference to the voices of the Pasadena community.
After all of our efforts to understand the local culture we can sincerely attest to Colleen’s conviction, that
“Pasadena … is a hometown like none other.”
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REDACTED

REDACTED
REDACTED
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REDACTED

California Department of
Food & Agriculture

TML18-0003711

4.25.2018

Specialty Indoor Cultivation

California Department of
TML18-0003710
Food & Agriculture
Mixed-Light Tier 1 Cultivation

4.28.2018
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Section D:
Government-Issued
Identification
Redacted

REDACTED

REDACTED
REDACTED
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45%

Managing Partner

REDACTED
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Section D:
Government-Issued
Identification
Redacted

Applicant/Owner Information Form*
Commercial Cannabis Screening Application
*Portions of the information disclosed in this application is public information
pursuant to the California Public Records Act.

www.cityofpasadena.net/marijuana-regulations

INSTRUCTIONS: Complete the pertinent sections for each owner, applicant, entity owner and non-owner with financial interest in the business.
A separate form is required for each individual.
Type:

Entity Owner (Complete Sections A and E)
Owner (Complete Sections B, C, D and E)
Applicant (Complete Sections B, C, D and E)
Non-owner with financial interest (Complete Sections B and E)

SECTION A: ENTITY OWNERSHIP INFORMATION
An entity is anything other than an individual. If an entity is an owner of the commercial cannabis business pursuant to Business and Professions
Code section 26001(al), you will need to complete the following information. Attach additional pages if needed.
Name of Entity:

Phone Number:

Ownership %:

Organizational Structure:

Email:

Authorized Agent:

Title:

List entity members below (attach additional sheets if necessary):
Name:

Title:

Name:

Title:

Name:

Title:

Name:

Title:

Name:

Title:

Name:

Title:

Name:

Title:

Name:

Title:

Name:

Title:

Name:

Title:

SECTION B: OWNER/NON-OWNER/APPLICANT INFORMATION
Pursuant to 16 CCR § 5023, an owner is defined as a person with an aggregate ownership interest of 20% or more, chief executive officer,
member of the board of directors of a nonprofit, or an individual participating in the direction, control, or management of the applicant. All business
owners must be listed, including the applicant.

Maddocks Sean D

Full Name:
Last

Date of birth:

First

Mailing
Address:

REDACTED
Street Address

Apartment/Unit #
REDACTED

REDACTED
City

Phone:

REDACTED

M.I.

State

949.291.0587

Email:

Page 1 of 3

ZIP Code

Maddocks@greencp.com
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Ownership %

To Be Determined (Vesting)

Social Security No.

REDACTED

Title:
Current Employer:

Compliance
Manager/Owner
Compliance
Manager

Green Consulting Partners

SECTION C: DECLARATIONS
1. Do you have an ownership or financial interest (as defined in Title 16 CCR 5003 and 5004) in a licensed cannabis business?
If “yes”, complete section C-1.

YES

NO

2. Have you ever been denied a permit or state license to engage in commercial cannabis activity, or had a permit or state
license to engage in commercial cannabis activity suspended and not reinstated, or revoked, by any city, county, city and
county, or any other state cannabis licensing authority? If “yes”, complete section C-2. (PMC §5.78.100)

YES

NO

YES

NO

4. Have you owned or operated any cannabis-related business(es) in the City of Pasadena on or after December 14, 2017? If
“yes”, complete section C-4. (PMC §5.78.100)

YES

NO

5. Have you ever been notified that you were conducting commercial cannabis activity in non-compliance with City of Pasadena
ordinances, codes, and requirements and failed to discontinue operating in a timely manner? (PMC §5.78.100)

YES

NO

6. Have you ever failed to pay federal, state, or local taxes and/or fees when notified by the appropriate agencies?
(PMC §5.78.100)

YES

NO

3. Have you ever been convicted of a crime? If “yes”, complete section C-3. (HSC BPC §26057)

Section C-1: Other Licensed Cannabis Businesses
Use additional sheets if necessary.
Agency:
Description of
business:

License No.

Date Issued:

Agency:
Description of
business:

License No.

Date Issued:

Agency:
Description of
business:

License No.

Date Issued:

Section C-2: Cannabis License(s) Suspended, Revoked or Denied
Use additional sheets if necessary.
License
Authority :

License
Type

Suspension or
Revocation Date:

License
Type

Suspension or
Revocation Date:

License
Type

Suspension or
Revocation Date:

Details:
License
Authority :
Details:
License
Authority :
Details:
Page 2 of 3
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Section D:
Government-Issued
Identification
Redacted

x

REDACTED

REDACTED

REDACTED

REDACTED

REDACTED
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To Be Determined (vesting)

To Be Determined (Vesting)

Manager/Owner

Managing Member

REDACTED

x

Bureau
of Cannabis
Control
Bureau
of Cannabis
Control (BCC)

(BCC)

A10-18-0000241

A10-18-0000241

The
Loft
(The Shop)Woodland
Hills: Adult-Use
and Medical
Cannabis
The
Shop
- Woodland
Hills: Adult-Use
and Medical
Cannabis Dispensary
with delivery
Bureau
of Cannabis
Bureau
of Cannabis
Control Control
(BCC)

2-9-2018

February 2018

Dispensary with Delivery

A10-18-0000248
A10-18-0000248

The Dot
Green
Dot-Del
Marina
Del Rey:
and Dispensary
Medical Cannabis
The Green
- Marina
Rey: Adult-Use
and Adult-Use
Medical Cannabis
with deliveryDispensary

2-9-2018
February
2018
with Delivery
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Section D:
Government-Issued
Identification
Redacted

MEDICAL & ADULT-USE RETAIL APPLICATION
(W/DELIVERY)
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SECTION 1: QUALIFICATIONS OF OWNERS/OPERATORS
EXPERIENCE
PleasureMed is composed of a diverse Ownership Team whose varying backgrounds uniquely qualifies
them to operate a Medical and Adult-Use Cannabis Dispensary consistent with the identity and character
of Pasadena. PleasureMed’s Ownership Team combines to contribute an array of experience, including:
dispensary management, cannabis legal compliance oversight, technology space investment and leadership,
specialized retail ownership and management, philanthropic endeavors, and a breadth of community
engagements. PleasureMed’s Advisory Board contributes additional experience, including: cannabis digital
and social media marketing and medical marijuana oriented medical practice. Altogether, our leadership
includes a licensed attorney, two managers of successful dispensaries, an owner of a national retail business,
a corporate executive officer and owner of some of the world’s most successful internet sales platforms,
and a Board-Certified Medicine Practitioner specializing in holistic medicine and natural remedies.
OWNERS (BPC §26001): Brian Robinson; Sean Maddocks, Esq.; Tristan Lee, and; Kamran Pourzanjani
Brian Robinson: Brian Robinson is the Founder and President of PleasureMed. Brian Robinson has over
20 years’ experience owning and operating a boutique retail store. Since inheriting The Pleasure Chest from
his uncle, Mr. Robinson’s efforts have revitalized The Pleasure Chest’s brand identity and proved essential
in The Pleasure Chest’s addition of two new stores, including the re-purchase of the store’s original Los
Angeles location. Mr. Robinson’s successful stewarding and leadership of The Pleasure Chest is a testament
to his proficiency as a business owner and the pride he takes in building a legacy in the communities where
his stores operate.
As a longtime resident and business owner in Los Angeles County, Mr. Robinson has been an active
participant in local events and a patron of local businesses. Mr. Robinson has first-hand knowledge of the
rich diversity of businesses in the area and has become well acquainted with its unique communities. With
PleasureMed Pasadena, just as with The Pleasure Chest and PleasureMed West Hollywood, he intends to
contribute to the rich, small business community that enhances the unique character of Pasadena. Mr.
Robinson’s management of The Pleasure Chest has been recognized by numerous national retailer awards,
including Boutique Retailer of the Year 2018 (XBIZ), and he looks forward to bringing his communitybased approach of education, empowerment and holistic health to the cannabis industry.
The Pleasure Chest works with several charities and is involved in numerous community initiatives. The
Pleasure Chest is a proud supporter of period.org, which is a young activist group focused on providing
menstrual products to those who do not have access. The Pleasure Chest also makes donations to multiple
LGBTQ organizations, including DTLA Proud, ProjectQ, and the Astraea Lesbian Foundation for Justice.
The store also hosts an annual comedy show benefiting the Trevor Project and the National Day Laborer
Organizing Network. Recently, The Pleasure Chest hosted a town hall event in support of the #METOO
movement. The Pleasure Chest also has an educational outreach program, a subcomponent of PleasurEd
(See Customer Education, p. 31), which hosts seminars on safe sex and sexual health; recent seminars were
given at Claremont McKenna College, Chapman University, and California State University Los Angeles.
Mr. Robinsons brings 22 years of regulated market experience with him in the form of running The Pleasure
Chest, which operates in the regulated adult product sales market. The Pleasure Chest not
only complies with all state and federal laws pertaining to sales of adult products, but also takes measures
to ensure alignment with community standards pertaining to promotion and sale of sex toys (WeHo; LA),
New York (NYC), and Illinois (Chicago). In addition to checking identification for anyone to ensure they
are at least 18 prior to entrance, the store does not allow parents with young children to shop in the space.
The store provides every customer with a "Pleasure Principles" information card at purchase outlining
detailed product information for every item purchased. Above and beyond regulations laid out by the law,
there is a level of community sensitivity required when running a regulated business, including a high-end
adult business. The Pleasure Chest takes care to ensure it presents the brand in store, in advertising, and in
the community in a manner that is respectful, clean, and approachable.
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The Pleasure Chest has witnessed the sex industry evolve to become a major economic niche; Forbes
estimates the sex toy market alone is a $15B industry. Although this reflects a shift in public perception and
engagement, similarly to what the cannabis industry is currently experiencing, there are still efforts to curb
the sex industry’s proliferation. The United States Small Business Administration, whose stated purpose is
to connect small businesses with lenders and funding to help them plan and grow their business, prohibits
lending to businesses sexual in nature. There are similar barriers to access with banking and insurance –
sexual health stores are often deemed ineligible for commercial mortgages, credit card processing, worker’s
compensation policies, and even general liability insurance. In essence, PleasureMed will encounter
substantially similar biases as The Pleasure Chest – an obstacle that Mr. Robinson and his team are
prepared to overcome once again.
Mr. Robinson has had an ownership stake in Foxworthy Red, LLC since 2017, which is licensed and fully
compliant cannabis cultivation under CalCannabis and the MAUCRSA. Mr. Robinson has gained valuable
insight into the workings of California’s cannabis regulations through his experience with Foxworthy Red.
Further, Mr. Robinson has conscientiously compiled PleasureMed’s ownership group and advisory board
to ensure compliance and operational competency within the cannabis industry. His beyond-compliance
approach to operating in regulated markets and sensitivity towards the greater Los Angeles community are
strongly indicative of Mr. Robinson’s ability to successfully establish PleasureMed as an integral part of
the Pasadena community in the same way he has done with The Pleasure Chest in West Hollywood.
Sean Maddocks: Sean Maddocks handles compliance oversight and license management for PleasureMed.
Mr. Maddocks is a California licensed attorney and graduate of UC Berkeley and UCLA Law. Sean is wellversed in California’s cannabis regulatory framework and has represented dispensaries, cultivators,
distributors, manufacturers, patients, and caregivers in various aspects of California’s cannabis industry.
He is co-founder and General Counsel of Green Consulting Partners, which is a consulting firm specializing
in cannabis licensing and regulatory compliance. Mr. Maddocks’ dedication to regulatory compliance and
transparency – maintaining a perfect track record of client compliance – attests to PleasureMed’s ability to
operate in full compliance under the MAUCRSA, BCC, and Pasadena’s specific regulations. Further, Mr.
Maddocks is committed to helping clients operate transparently in a way that provides tax and revenue
benefits to local communities and sustainable, living wage employment to cannabis workers.
Compliance oversight includes reviewing standard operating procedures, as well as implementing updates
to ensure compliance as both the dispensary’s operations and State’s regulations evolve. Beyond
compliance review, Mr. Maddocks’ role includes intermittent site inspections and compiling regulatory
performance reports. License Management is also an integral part of compliant operations; Mr. Maddocks
handles all licensing matters for PleasureMed. PleasureMed holds Medical and Adult Use Storefront Retail,
Delivery, and Consumption Lounge Cannabis Business Licenses in the City of West Hollywood.
PleasureMed’s local and state licenses will be maintained as to be up to date and indicative of the day-today activities filed with the city and state. The BCC requires that modifications to business operations, site
layout, ownership, and other aspects of business operations are reported to the Bureau in the appropriate
format. Under Mr. Maddocks’ advisement – in the event that the BCC or another oversight body delves
into PleasureMed’s licenses or pays a visit to the PleasureMed facility – PleasureMed can rest assured that
the operations will be consistent with the laws and regulations of California and Pasadena.
Beyond cannabis specific compliance and licensing, Mr. Maddocks assists PleasureMed with peripheral
requirements, which are often jurisdictionally dependent. City business licenses, building and construction
permits, health permits, conditional use permits, and other processes and requirements need to be navigated
with scrutiny. Similarly, cannabis businesses are required to operate in step with California labor,
environmental, and other applicable regulations. Mr. Maddocks’ role includes advising PleasureMed within
myriad contexts, which translates to a comprehensive compliance strategy.
Mr. Maddocks takes pride in working with clients to develop strong community benefits plans, and he
understands that cannabis businesses need to be particularly prudent with respect to city and neighborhood
assimilation. Mr. Maddocks was born in, and currently resides in Laguna Beach – a city similar to Pasadena
in terms of being a unique destination locale in Southern California with a rich cultural heritage. Laguna’s
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efforts to balance its bohemian art colony roots, early acceptance of open homosexuality, influx of religious
and wealth-based conservatism, and preservation of heritage versus new development, draws comparisons
to what Pasadena has experienced balancing prohibitionist and racist roots, grand architecture, commitment
to scientific and economic progress, and balancing heritage with innovation.
“There is history and fresh talent. There is an old guard keeping an eye on the status quo
and a new guard shaking it up.” – Lian Dolan
Mr. Maddocks understands Pasadena well for a non-resident. His father grew up in Eagle Rock but can tell
you about the times Van Halen played at high school parties he attended, and so on. Most importantly,
when Sean told his father he would be involved in a cannabis dispensary project in Pasadena, his father (a
well-respected Southern California Dentist) said that he was excited about the idea of having a dispensary
in the backyard of his childhood town, but finished with what, in retrospect, seems to have foreshadowed
the PleasureMed Pasadena application process: “Huh, Pasadena? That should be interesting…”. After
combing through the municipal code, parsing out the zoning and buffer requirements, and engaging a few
local organizations for potential partnerships, it became clear to our team that Pasadena has complicated
dynamics, and cannabis here is currently somewhat of a contentious issue. Sean’s father anticipated what
PleasureMed continues to unearth: Pasadenans aren’t universally thrilled about the prospect of cannabis
businesses coming to town. Respectful, tasteful, and fully compliant operations are the baseline for a
cannabis business in the City of Pasadena, and PleasureMed is confident that Mr. Maddock’s guidance will
ensure that we will be a value-added partner to the Pasadena community.
Tristan Lee: Tristan Lee, the Operational Manager of PleasureMed Pasadena, has as much experience
operating a California state-licensed cannabis dispensary as anyone. Tristan has managed two BCC licensed
dispensaries in the City of Los Angeles – Green Dot Marina Del Rey and The Shop Woodland Hills, both
of which he is also part owner. His management coincided with the shift from Pre-ICO to state licensure
within the regulated market; Mr. Lee was the person in charge of implementing fully compliant operations.
As a young professional, Tristan had no intention of becoming one of Southern California’s most successful
cannabis dispensary managers. While working as the Senior Regional Manager of Axcess Finanacial he
was approached by a friend-of-a-friend who wanted to pick his brain on general business strategy. The
conversation resonated – Mr. Lee quickly realized that a cannabis business could be ran much more
efficiently and professionally than was standard at the time. Since committing to the cannabis space, Mr.
Lee has developed heightened standards for dispensaries under his advisement. Mr. Lee has also served as
the Chief Operations Officer for Kushy Punch and has consulted multiple cannabis businesses, including
Delta9, Ocean Live Resin, Cream of the Crop, Finesse Brands, and FlowerCo. It would be hard for
PleasureMed to overstate the practical value and industry wherewithal that Tristan brings to the table.
The Shop Woodland Hills (Lic#: A10-18-0000241) is a Prop D compliant, Pre-ICO Dispensary that prides
itself on its curated menu of high-end products and its knowledgeable staff. The dispensary’s branding and
marketing have been aptly developed towards the community in which it operates – the website is nearly
minimalist and features only a few select products. The Shop does not advertise in an ostentatious manner
but relies on customer loyalty and word of mouth exposure. Neighboring the Santa Monica Mountains,
Woodland Hills is an enclave of Los Angeles, and its laid-back atmosphere is a reprieve from the hustle
and bustle of DTLA. Woodland Hills is bordered by Calabasas, Tarzana, West Hills, Canoga Park, and
Winnetka. The community prides itself on its Country Club, Recreation Center, Parks, and overall quality
of life. Given its post-war suburban roots, combined with its current status of affluence, operating in
Woodland Hills requires deferentially conforming to the community and demographic that it serves.
Green Dot Marina Del Rey (Lic#: A10-18-0000248) is one of Los Angeles’ premiere Medical and AdultUse cannabis dispensaries with ancillary delivery services. Green Dot’s clientele ranges from young
cannabis geeks to great grandmothers. Green Dot, similar to The Shop, features a selective menu carrying
only high-quality products. Mr. Lee has also employed branding and marketing tactics similar to those he
instituted at The Shop, which are designed to avoid “in your face” impressions. Green Dot’s Westside locale
necessitates catering to a unique demographic of clientele. Marina Del Rey is sandwiched between Venice
and Playa del Rey and is celebrated for its dynamic marina. The marina and the ocean play a large role in
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shaping the community’s culture. Relative to Woodland Hills, Marina Del Rey has much less of a 1950s
suburban household undertone. Less than 8% of households in Marina Del Rey are occupied by children,
and only 23.5% of households are occupied by a married couple. Although both Green Dot and The Shop
are in relatively affluent LA neighborhoods, Mr. Lee knows firsthand that the communities’ cultures are
separate and distinct and must be approached as such from a business and community relations perspective.
Tristan is familiar with developing relationships between his store and its community. Beyond building
reciprocal business relationships, his stores have engaged local charities to better serve the surrounding
community. Specifically, Mr. Lee and his stores have contributed to the Save the Beach, Spark of Love,
and Toys 4 Tots organizations. PleasureMed has full confidence in Mr. Lee’s ability to proliferate with
PleasureMed’s company culture which prioritizes community engagement and charitable contributions.
In addition to his experience integrating dispensaries into unique neighborhoods, Mr. Lee has credible
insight with respect to day-to-day cannabis retail operations. Throughout his tenure as a dispensary General
Manager, he has contracted three separate security companies – settling on the third, which proved to
provide the most professional personnel and most efficient operating procedures. Mr. Lee has also vetted
seven Point of Sales systems, and ultimately found that Meadow POS is the strongest software currently
available in the industry. Mr. Lee’s reputation has blossomed within the industry, but instead of resting on
his laurels, he remains determined to continually improve the dispensary experience for his clientele.
Tristan’s experience and insight are embedded throughout PleasureMed’s Standard Operating Procedures.
Kamran Pourzanjani: Kamran is a well-established entrepreneur and early angel investor based in Los
Angeles; he brings invaluable experience and extensive resources to the PleasureMed Ownership Team.
Mr. Pourzanjani has over 30 years’ experience developing and managing technology, system integration,
and software development companies. Mr. Pourzanjani holds a Master of Science in Engineering from the
University of Colorado, Boulder. Most importantly, in the eyes of PleasureMed, is that Mr. Pourzanjani has
an existing relationship with Brian Robinson and is committed to the long-term success of PleasureMed.
Mr. Pourzanjani’s start-up acumen, his ability to navigate early stage growth under terms favorable to his
business, is nearly unrivaled. In 1999, Mr. Pourzanjani cofounded Pricegrabber – a comparison-shopping
site with less than REDACTED in angel funding. While at Pricegrabber, Mr. Pouzanjani employed strategies
to withstand volatile market fluctuations that tailed the dot-com bubble. By 2006, Pricegrabber was
recognized as the world’s most popular comparison-shopping site, with over 24,000,000 users per month.
In 2005, Experion acquired Pricegrabber for REDACTED subsequently, Mr. Pourzanjani was recognized
as Ernest & Young’s 2005 Entrepreneur of the Year in Los Angeles.
Mr. Pourzanjani has a wealth of experience in developing and managing technology, system integration,
and software development companies, and has served numerous senior leadership positions in the tech
industry. He has served on the board of Legalzoom.com and Docstoc and was an early investor in a number
of start-ups, including Ziprecruiter.com, Honk.com, Appfolio, Datapop, Legalzoom.com, Docstoc, iVisit,
IPPLEX, and Shoedazzel. Prior to Pricegrabber and the immense success that followed, Mr. Pourzanjani
served as the CEO of Syseca AG, an information technology, software development and integration
provider and a subsidiary of Thales Group, an REDACTED multinational corporation; he played an important
role in developing Syseca into a market leader. This experience, managing global scale assets, proved
invaluable – setting the tone for Mr. Pourzanjani’s professional career. Mr. Pourzanjani is familiar with
strict corporate reporting requirements and will bring tremendous value with his executive experience and
corporate oversight acumen. Over the years he has served as an advisor for a number of CEOs offering
guidance on their startup concepts and marketing strategies. Mr. Pourzanjani’s entrepreneurial success and
ability to navigate new and deteriorating markets will greatly benefit PleasureMed in its mission to become
a leader and influencer within the cannabis space.
Having a prior relationship to the PleasureMed Ownership Team was not the primary catalyst for Mr.
Pourzanjani coming on board – he sees parallels to the internet and technology industries in terms of early
entrance opportunity. The mainstream buzz around the cannabis industry started with Colorado and
Washington’s legalization of recreational cannabis, and it was amplified when Californian’s opted to fully
legalize. The market, however, is tricky; corporate maneuvering, including reverse takeovers, white
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labeling (now illegal in California without proper in-state cannabis business licensing), and questionable
management agreements, have plagued the cannabis market. These circumstances have led to convoluted
valuations, dizzying ownership networks, and other confusion in the legal cannabis marketplace.
Beyond being a stalwart in the start-up space, Mr. Pourzanjani brings additional perspective to the
PleasureMed Ownership Team. Mr. Pourzanjani is a famously successful minority business owner and an
influencer at the intersection of corporate philosophy and social awareness; he was highlighted in the 2018
Fast Company article “Dara Khosrowshahi and 39 other Iranians who power Silicon Valley”. Mr.
Pourzanjani has an important role in American culture, bridging the gap of misunderstandings, and he
approaches his professional and social affairs with great care. His contribution to PleasureMed extends
beyond business acumen – he is an influencer and natural born leader. His accomplishments speak for
themselves, but his intangibles are also a contributing asset to PleasureMed’s Ownership Team.
The PleasureMed Ownership Team, particularly with Mr. Pourzanjani’s commitment, can avoid taking on
investors who are often bound to layers of investors, and will avoid being hamstrung whilst PleasureMed
gains traction. Our trajectory will be determined by our Ownership Team – without having to appease
competing financial interests. In contrast to many of our competitors, PleasureMed has no pressure to
expand to every potentially profitable market in the state and even country. Our solid financial backing will
give PleasureMed the freedom to execute its community-centric health and wellness model in characterdriven communities like Pasadena that match our brand identity. PleasureMed intends to create a lasting
upscale cannabis brand – operating only in a handful of choice markets. In essence, PleasureMed is as much
about building a legacy as it is turning a profit. We believe this to be in step with Pasadena’s vision for the
city moving forward with respect to the regulated cannabis industry.
CANNABIS INDUSTRY KNOWLEDGE
PleasureMed’s Advisory Board contributes a dynamic range of cannabis industry specific experience,
including: cannabis retail management, cannabis legal compliance, cannabis business ownership, cannabis
digital and social media marketing, and medical marijuana oriented medical practice. With respect to the
PleasureMed team – the whole is greater than the sum of its parts.
PLEASUREMED ADVISORY BOARD: Brian Robinson, Sean Maddocks, Esq., Tristan Lee, Kamran
Pourzanjani, Soren Gray, and; Dr. Sherry Yafai
Brian Robinson has an ownership stake in Foxworthy Red, LLC, which is licensed, fully compliant
cultivation operation under the CDFA and MAUCRSA. Mr. Robinson has gained valuable insight into the
workings of California’s cannabis regulations through his experience with Foxworthy Red. This includes
understanding the relationship between licensees, labeling and packaging requirements, organic farming
methodology, as well as requirements involved with Distribution and Testing compliance. Foxworthy Red
works with a state and locally licensed distribution company called California Cannabis Distribution
Company and contracts with three licensed testing facilities in Northern California. Brian’s involvement
with Foxworthy Red provides PleasureMed with a licensed product source of quality cannabis and serves
as an additional source of regulatory insight. Over the past year Brian has undergone a crash-course on
California’s cannabis retail regulations; Mr. Robinson has been involved every step of the way in West
Hollywood, and his industry knowledge is continually growing.
Sean Maddocks has advised cannabis Cultivators, Distributors, Manufacturers, Laboratories, and Retailers
on compliance issues. Mr. Maddocks has advised on California’s cannabis legislation through the caregiver
model, the Adult Use Marijuana Act (AUMA) and Medical Cannabis Regulation and Safety Act (MCRSA),
the Medicinal and Adult-Use Cannabis Regulation and Safety Act (MAUCRSA; BPC § 26000 et seq.), and
the BCC’s (16 CCR § 5000 et seq.), MCSB’s (17 CCR § 40100 et seq.), and CalCannabis’ (3 CCR § 8000
et seq.) regulations. His experience includes providing licensing and compliance services to cultivators in
Humboldt County down to Retailers in Oceanside. Because California’s legislation is largely deferential to
local municipalities, the licensing and compliance processes and issues are often unique to the venture.
As Managing Partner of Green Consulting Partners, Mr. Maddocks has developed a strong network within
California’s legal cannabis industry. Mr. Maddocks was the lead on PleasureMed’s West Hollywood
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licensing project – securing Adult-Use and Medical Dispensary, Delivery, and Consumption Lounge
permits. He has also represented dozens of clients with local and state licensing, and has advised on
compliance issues, including track and trace, recall, waste management, packaging and labeling, transport
logistics, facility compliance, and other pertinent operations considerations. Mr. Maddocks has overseen
licensing and compliance for some of the most complicated commercial cannabis operations in the state,
including volatile manufacturing. Mr. Maddocks has consulted on cannabis retail licensing, compliance,
and logistics throughout the country and state. Mr. Maddocks’ regulatory expertise is as formidable as any
in the state – he is a critical asset to the PleasureMed Ownership Team, particularly since California is the
largest cannabis market in the world with arguably the most comprehensive regulatory framework.
Tristan Lee brings a wealth of practical knowledge, which he has developed over years of dispensary
management. Mr. Lee has managed two California licensed dispensaries in Los Angeles – Green Dot
Marina Del Rey and The Shop Woodland Hills. The Shop is a Prop D compliant, Pre-ICO dispensary that
features a curated menu of high-end products and knowledgeable staff; Green Dot is one of LA’s premiere
Medical and Adult-Use cannabis dispensaries. As General Manager Mr. Lee oversees medical information
(HIPAA) compliance, track and trace (Metrc) performance and compliance, and various day-to-day
operations performance and compliance. His experience includes managing co-located Medical and AdultUse storefront retail and retail delivery, as well as managing his stores’ transition to the regulated market.
Mr. Lee has also handled everything from employee scheduling to dispensary website theme and design.
Tristan’s insight extends beyond compliance – his product selection and ability to integrate within a given
neighborhood are a product of his hands-on experience. For example, Mr. Lee has statistics that show that
the sleepier Woodland Hills demographic favors Indica, while beachy Marina Del Rey clients favor sativa.
His insight did not develop without a learning curve, however. Mr. Lee opts for his “In & Out” style menu
because he has seen the confusion that stacking products on top of one another can cause. Mr. Lee had to
make adjustments and track results. He has also witnessed, first-hand, adverse reactions that clientele may
have to an intimidating security program. This trial and error process has resulted in Mr. Lee having a strong
understanding of what is, and is not, likely to be successful in Pasadena.
Kamran Pourzanjani will advise on broader financial logistics and strategy. Although his cannabis industry
specific experience is limited, Mr. Pourzanjani is an invaluable resource – he will advise on strategic growth
and other issues pertinent to establishing and growing a young business.
Soren Gray is the Founder and Editor-in-Chief of The New Smoker Magazine. The New Smoker Magazine
was created in 2012 with the mission statement “Bringing Class to Grass” – focusing on elevating the
cannabis conversation and debunking industry stereotypes. In 2017 Mr. Gray launched ‘thenewsmoker’,
which is a review site to highlight products and important cultural developments. The New Smoker also
hosts cannabis events across the state. Mr. Gray also has experience running a dispensary. In 2010 he began
working at Sunset Junction Organic Medicine in Silver Lake as a budtender and worked his way up to
buyer, staff manager, and eventually General Manager. As GM, Mr. Gray took Sunset Junction Organic
REDACTED
Medicine from 3 employees and
day revenue to 12 employees and REDACTEDday revenue.
Dr. Sherry Yafai is the Founder, Director, and Principal Physician for the Releaf Institute of Santa Monica
where she sees patients referred by physicians for cannabis education and treatment. She is on the board of
the Society of Cannabis Clinicians, with whom she has worked to change the California Medical Board’s
Cannabis protocol recommendations. Dr. Yafai is passionate about educating other physicians about the
incorporation of cannabis in a true medical setting, regularly lecturing at medical conferences throughout
Southern California. As Director of Research and Development for High Sobriety, Dr. Yafai has
implemented a unique approach to rehabilitation that incorporates non-smokable cannabis treatment to
rehabilitate clients away from alcohol and drug addiction. This innovative approach has paved the way for
a new and effective pathway away from narcotics to help solve today’s opioid crisis. She now focuses on
client empowerment, and her approach includes physical therapy, cognitive therapy, holistic medicine and
traditional medicine. Dr. Yafai brings additional credibility to the PleasureMed Advisory Board; her keen
insight, professionalism, compassion, practical experience and dynamic medical network are vital assets.
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Dr. Yafai’s role is that of an advisor only – she is not an agent or officer of PleasureMed. Further,
PleasureMed will not direct patients to, or refer potential clients to Dr. Sherry Yafai. (BPC §2525; §650.01)
NATIVE RECORDS / ZIPPERSTEIN & ZIPPERSTEIN: PleasureMed is working with an industry experienced
bookkeeper (Native Records) and CPA (Zipperstein & Zipperstein Corp). Native Records will prepare
monthly and quarterly reports; accounting reports will be reviewed by Zipperstein & Zipperstein for
accuracy and compliance. Zipperstein & Zipperstein will assist PleasureMed with filing taxes and
implementing financial quality control procedures. PleasureMed’s accounting procedures will be
scrupulous and will implement industry best accounting practices through Meadow POS and Zipperstein
& Zipperstein’s accounting oversight. Zipperstein & Zipperstein are experienced cannabis tax experts and
will ensure that PleasureMed’s accounting procedures comply with the record-keeping requirements of the
MAUCRSA, as well as State and Federal tax codes, such as 26 U.S. Code §280E. Zipperstein &
Zipperstein’s experience includes tenure at the Internal Revenue Service, and their understanding of
complicated tax issues that cannabis businesses face is unsurpassed in the industry.
OWNERSHIP TEAM
Brian Robinson: Brian Robinson is PleasureMed’s CEO and will serve as the PleasureMed Pasadena’s
first Community Liaison – the community liaison is the dispensary’s direct link to the community and is
responsible for all public relations. Mr. Robinson will meet regularly with the City Manager, attend relevant
City Council and community meetings, and act as the dispensary’s voice in the community. The liaison is
accessible to law enforcement, city administrators, media, or concerned citizens to handle PleasureMed’s
community affairs. Mr. Robinson will stay in continuous contact with Tristan Lee, Operations Manager, to
stay apprised of PleasureMed’s operations through regular updates. Mr. Robinson will coordinate charitable
events and contributions and will represent PleasureMed on all charitable endeavors.
Tristan Lee: Drawing upon his experience, Mr. Lee will be PleasureMed Pasadena’s Operations Manager.
Mr. Lee will oversee day-to-day operations, including purchasing and bookkeeping. In addition to
negotiating supply agreements, Mr. Lee will collaborate with Mr. Robinson and Mr. Pourzanjani to ensure
the store has the proper resources to operate effectively. Mr. Lee will work closely with Mr. Maddocks –
relying heavily on his compliance expertise when necessary. Tristan will lead all operational requirements
of the dispensary. Mr. Lee will be involved in nearly all matters at PleasureMed Pasadena.
Sean Maddocks: Mr. Maddocks will handle PleasureMed’s licensing and compliance oversight. He will
work closely with Mr. Lee on operational compliance issues, as well as with Mr. Robinson, Mr.
Pourzanjani, Zipperstein & Zipperstein, and the PleasureMed Advisory Board to ensure compliant
corporate maintenance, strategy implementation, advertising compliance, and other compliance issues that
may arise. Mr. Maddocks will regularly visit the facility to review operations for compliance.
Kamran Pourzanjani: Mr. Pourzanjani will advise on broader financial logistics and strategy. Mr.
Pourzanjani’s experience with corporate filings and reporting requirements will prove an invaluable
resource – he will advise Mr. Robinson and the Ownership Team on strategic growth and other issues
pertinent to establishing and growing a young business.

SECTION 2: BUSINESS PLAN
SUB-SECTION 2A: OPERATIONS
I. STANDARD OPERATING PROCEDURES

REDACTED
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SUB-SECTION 2B: COMMUNITY BENEFITS
Introduction: PleasureMed aims to be the first-of-its-kind boutique holistic health and wellness cannabis
dispensary located in the unique setting of Pasadena. Our mission is to bring product awareness to
consumers in a way that promotes informed use and responsible enjoyment of cannabis while earning a
reputation as a contributing and trusted member of the Pasadena community.
Before the proliferation of modern medicine and pharmaceuticals, countries across the world embraced
local apothecaries. Apothecaries were known not only as a source of medical and homeopathic remedies,
but also as a bastion of society where people could congregate to discuss life, politics, and more. The
“Apothekes” of Havana became so celebrated for their impact on the local community that they were
enshrined as museums so as to preserve their communal importance and unique architecture with incredible
detailing. PleasureMed’s business model is inspired by the “Apothekes” of old Havana that offered unique
health and wellness services while serving as a pillar of community integration. This theme translates to
PleasureMed’s assurance of a knowledgeable and friendly staff that is available to not only advise on
cannabis properties and benefits, but that is capable of articulating holistic health and wellness concepts.
Our reception lobby contains a modest library and freshly brewed coffee (regulations permitting) –
encouraging social engagement in a sophisticated yet comfortable setting. Our intention is to create a safe
cannabis retail space while earning a reputation as Pasadena’s reliable source of cannabis health and
wellness information. The store is designed as a boutique health and wellness dispensary whose interior
embraces the old-world feel and ageless antiquity of Havana’s Apothekes, which integrates a Spanish
Revival inspired exterior façade to seamlessly assimilate into Pasadena’s unique character (LU §1.1; §2.12).
PleasureMed’s vision goes well beyond being the best designed dispensary in Pasadena – PleasureMed
strives to be an upstanding and trusted member of the Pasadena community by enhancing the lives of locals
and their families. Our comprehensive approach to health and wellness is reflected in our community
engagements. In addition to expounding cannabis’ wellness benefits, we will leverage community
partnerships to encourage cultural exploration and other healthy lifestyle activities that add to individuals’
overall quality of life and personal wellness. Through PleasurEd educational offerings, as well as
partnerships with nonprofits and businesses that support cultural stimulation, physical activity, and social
equity, PleasureMed aims to actualize its holistic health and wellness ethos in Pasadena.
PleasureMed supports the industry’s and the city’s commitment to restorative justice and social equity. We
have incorporated Pasadena’s Guiding Principles throughout our business model and community outreach
efforts. The following sections describe our team’s past accomplishments; what we plan to accomplish in
Pasadena moving forward; who we plan to work with to execute our mission; our due diligence with respect
to community outreach, and; how we plan to carry out our mission.
“One of the wonderful things about Pasadena is that roll-up-your-sleeves attitude.
People really think they can change things here, and they do.” – Akila Gibbs
The Pleasure Chest’s Track-Record: PleasureMed plans to capitalize on and foster its unique relationship
with its counterpart, The Pleasure Chest. The Pleasure Chest has become a recognizable Hollywood
“institution”; it has been featured on various media platforms and receives regular traffic from tourists and
walking tours. Moreover, The Pleasure Chest retains the #15 spot on TripAdvisor’s list of WeHo attractions.
PleasureMed and The Pleasure Chest plan to develop a reciprocal business partnership wherein they can
expound upon their shared philosophy: enhancing personal wellness through responsible exploration of
innovative holistic approaches (LU §2.12). A unified approach to personal health and wellness will allow
PleasureMed to leverage The Pleasure Chest’s built-in customer base and notoriety while establishing a
niche identity apart from commonplace dispensaries.
As the owner and operator of The Pleasure Chest, Brian Robinson has worked with the City of West
Hollywood to maintain a positive presence in the neighborhood through decades of change and
development. The Pleasure Chest prioritizes partnership opportunities that positively impact the
community, and all updates to branding, design elements, or store front have carefully considered
community impact. The Pleasure Chest is a proud supported of period.org, DTLA Proud, ProjectQ, and the
Astraea Lesbian Foundation for Justice. The store also hosts an annual comedy show benefiting the Trevor
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Project and the National Day Laborer Organizing Network. The Pleasure Chest has remained steadfast in
its commitment to not only remaining a West Hollywood institution, but also to being a business that
embodies the progressive founding principles and priorities of that City.
PleasureMed inherits an owner who has established and maintained hiring practices that incorporate and
promote socially equitable hiring and promotions. The Pleasure Chest has an immensely diverse
representation of employees and patrons from minority communities as a result of progressive hiring and
recruitment policies. Mr. Robinson and The Pleasure Chest have been championing social equity causes
for over two decades; The Pleasure Chest’s Head of Business Operations – Sarah Tomchesson – has a welldocumented history of leading social equity driven campaigns. Ms. Tomchesson is an outspoken feminist,
proponent of racial equality, instructor for PleasurEd, and influencer in Los Angeles. Together, Mr.
Robinson and Ms. Tomchesson have worked diligently to ensure that The Pleasure Chest promotes and
facilitates social equity. The Pleasure Chest’s social equity metrics are below:
-

First in its industry to offer full-time schedules, health insurance benefits and paid time off;
Employee compensation is 25% higher than industry standard;
Currently offers 100% employer-sponsored PPO health plan for all staff;
Eligibility for full-time benefits at 30 hours/week with 70% of staff nationwide qualifying;
Full-time and part-time staff receive accrued sick time and paid time off;
Prioritizes internal promotions: 93% of management started on the sales floor;
Women make up the majority of the managerial staff; and
Last year, staff nationwide identified as 57% as racial minority.

Commitment to social equity is a point of pride for Mr. Robinson. Mr. Robinson and Ms. Tomchesson have
given hundreds of minority-identifying individuals more than a job prospect; The Pleasure Chest has
facilitated careers and impacted lives. Brian Robinson wants to build upon The Pleasure Chest’s rich social
equity heritage with PleasureMed by imbuing it with the same devotion to social equity hiring practices
and employee benefits (LU §11.1-2).
PleasureMed has been conceived to proliferate equivalent devotion to social equity ideals that Mr. Robinson
has cultivated at The Pleasure Chest. PleasureMed’s respect for and support of minority groups, specifically
those most harmed by cannabis criminalization and poverty, is unwavering. PleasureMed’s proposed hiring
practices, compensation package, commitment to small cannabis cultivators, and economic inclusion for
producers, all exemplify a comprehensive dedication to social equity. PleasureMed has adopted The
Pleasure Chest’s social equity practices and adapted them to the Cannabis industry. Our suppliers have been
conscientiously selected to include companies that share our values – many suppliers we have engaged
promote and foster social equity and restorative justice. For example, Wildseed Oils, of Garberville,
incorporates a social justice mission statement and donates substantial profits to support restorative justice
for “those negatively impacted by the war on drugs and mass incarceration.” Our business model revolves
around aligning ourselves with local businesses, suppliers, nonprofits, and other partners who share our
commitment to community enhancement through social equity and restorative justice initiatives.
Beyond inheriting equity practices, being predominantly minority owned, and carefully selecting its
partnership network, PleasureMed’s business model is structured to incorporate significant community
integration and social equity practices. It is fair to categorize PleasureMed’s and other applicants’ social
equity commitments as mere proposals, but PleasureMed’s ability to actualize its pledge to social equity
has been evidenced by what Mr. Robinson has achieved with The Pleasure Chest and the headway
PleasureMed has already made in establishing relationships with the Pasadena community.
PleasureMed Pasadena: PleasureMed intends to follow and build upon the legacy of The Pleasure Chest
and is proud to have the opportunity to cultivate PleasureMed’s relationship with Pasadena. PleasureMed
will bring great value to the Pasadena community by expanding access to free, quality education and
resources to those seeking to enhance their personal wellness through cannabis. Additionally,
PleasureMed’s community-oriented business model seeks to leverage local business partnerships and
relationships while offering safe access to quality cannabis and derivative products (LU §2.3).
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PleasureMed’s high-end retail environment will combine unmatched product offerings and educational
resources that cater to all levels of consumer. The Dispensary’s boutique health and wellness approach
focuses on educating consumers on life-enhancing uses of cannabis. The shop will provide PleasurED
workshops and informational seminars that cater to recreational and medicinal clientele; Dr. Sherry Yafai
of the PleasureMed Advisory Board will provide oversight to the PleasurEd program. Workshops will cover
topics spanning the gamut of Cannabis knowledge, including “Safe Use and Signs of Abuse”, “THC, CBD
& Terpenes: An Introduction to Cannabinoids”, and “Ingestion Methods, Dosing, and Absorption Times”.
In addition to workshops, we will provide customers with informational brochures that provide details on
safe use guidelines, compounds found within Cannabis, as well as product descriptions, health and wellness
instructions, abuse warning signs, and contact information of agencies who can assist with addiction.
PleasureMed’s staff training will exceed industry expectations; staff shall maintain knowledgeability about
products the store stocks as well as the effects and recommended uses for products. Staff “Cannabis
Specialists” shall emphasize cannabis use to promote health and wellness and are responsible for assisting
with product choice and treatment plans for medical and adult-use clientele. Cannabis Specialists will
ascertain ailments and desired treatment effects to identify strains of cannabis and derivative products most
suitable for specific treatment plans. Staff will educate clients about using cannabis to treat various
conditions, which includes discussing the roles of THC, CBD, terpenes, as well as their individual and
interactive effects. Our employees will discuss recommended usage terms and whether long-term usage is
recommendable for a given treatment plan and shall supplement this with advisories and abuse/misuse
informational handouts to clients. Staff will create and update client-specific care plans and identify and
discuss treatment alternatives to cannabis use. Our staff’s knowledgeability and the value of consumer
services offered exemplify PleasureMed’s commitment to promoting responsible use of cannabis as a
means of enhancing personal health and wellness.
Our vision is to educate our clientele on the wide-ranging benefits of the cannabis plant and to help
customers approach cannabis use in a healthy and responsible manner (LU §2.12)(See, Customer Education
p. 31; Attachment I). Our Cannabis Specialists will be extensively trained in order to be able to effectively
educate clientele on cannabis properties as well as consult on methodology and applications. Beyond
cannabis specific training, our entire staff will be trained on exercising sensitivity to the community,
Pasadena’s heritage and Guiding Principles, and to convey a holistic approach to health and wellness –
making reliable referrals and providing community insights when appropriate.
“Pasadena has a strong sense of identity […] a real commitment to the community’s
health, in the broadest sense of that word.” – Monica Hubbard
PleasureMed will source the highest quality cannabis goods and our product offerings will emphasize
organic options for consumers (LU §2.12). PleasureMed will work with sustainable producers who focus
on environmentally-conscious growing and production practices that exclude pesticide use and focus on
organic cultivation practices (LU §10.3). Our focus on informed-use will include information on the source
and production methods of all stocked products. Our health and wellness practices embrace clientele’s right
to know where products came from and what is in the products they consume; product source information
and heightened testing and labeling standards will be a requirement of all PleasureMed supply partnerships.
PleasureMed’s business model includes extensive community integration plans. Our goal is to provide
services that enhance individuals’ lives and unify the community. PleasureMed’s emphasis on health and
wellness has inspired various partnership discussions with local charities, eateries, spas, fitness centers and
other organizations that promote health and wellness. Beyond referrals, PleasureMed envisions partnering
with health-oriented businesses to assemble wellness offerings that link various components of personal
well-being. Our approach to community integration entails standing out as an exemplar business that unifies
various cultural, economic, and wellness sectors across the Pasadena community (LU §§12.1-6). Working
with local businesses and organizations will allow PleasureMed to encourage healthy lifestyle activities and
community engagement that contribute to both personal wellness and community mindfulness.
PleasureMed’s innovative approaches and local partnerships will allow us to further harmonize the
uniqueness of Pasadena while providing a novel source of commerce, culture and community (LU §11.3).
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PleasureMed’s one-of-a-kind retail experience geared towards fostering awareness of the wellnessenhancing properties and responsible usage of the cannabis plant has guided our design themes.
PleasureMed’s interior and exterior have been designed to invite and inspire social discourse and we
envision being a place where locals and tourists alike can come, unwind, and indulge in stimulating
conversation with Cannabis Specialists and Pasadena residents (LU §§4.10-11; §§7.2-3; §9.6; §§12.5-6;
§13.1; §§14.1-3; §15.1). PleasureMed’s intimate approach will convey a sense of familiarity capable of
attracting patrons previously hesitant to embrace cannabis use.
PleasureMed integrates a community-oriented approach into all aspects of business, including outreach,
marketing, hiring practices, staffing, and event programming. Our health and wellness ethos will be
conveyed not only in our store as applied to cannabis, but holistically with an emphasis on community
integration and prosperity. We have enlisted the Guiding Principles of Pasadena throughout this screening
application and PleasureMed’s business model, which prioritizes community engagement, philanthropy,
historical preservation, environmental stewardship, educational development, opportunity development,
community event hosting, and proliferation of local commerce.
We have been fortunate enough to communicate with local stalwarts such as Chuck Jones, owner of Jones
Coffee, and Tom Coston, President of the Light Bringer Project – the organization that hosts the Doo Dah
Parade and Pasadena Chalk Festival – to strategize how to best mold our approach to serve the needs of the
Pasadena community. Mr. Coston, acknowledging PleasureMed’s “realness” and Brian’s past community
accomplishments, graciously pointed us in the proper direction. Our genuine efforts paid off – we pressed
forward with confidence – after all, Tom and Chuck had ignored dozens of prospective dispensaries, we
felt like gaining their insight was an important step towards learning how to best serve Pasadena.
I.

BENEFITS FOR DISPROPORTIONATELY IMPACTED COMMUNITIES

PleasureMed, will institute progressive and innovative hiring practices favorable to Pasadenans and
communities disproportionately impacted by prior cannabis policy (LU §§11.1-2). PleasureMed will adopt
and adapt The Pleasure Chest’s targeted hiring methods to institute similar inclusive hiring practices that
seek employees from, and advertise positions to, disproportionately impacted community members,
veterans, and seniors – all while emphasizing local hiring practices (LU §§11.1-2).
DISPROPORTIONATE IMPACT COMMUNITIES: The war on drugs and over-penalization of cannabis crimes
has had deleterious effects on certain socioeconomically disadvantaged communities who were
disproportionately targeted, convicted, and sentenced for cannabis related crimes. Our plan includes
providing preferential hiring practices to persons who have a non-violent cannabis conviction or related
hardship. PleasureMed is excited to work with Homeboy Industries in its mission to provide hope, training,
and support to previously incarcerated men and women, many of whom were incarcerated on cannabis and
drug related charges. In addition to direct contributions, PleasureMed will work with Homeboy Industries
to find employment opportunities for members who qualify for cannabis industry jobs. We will also post
job openings to minority message boards. PleasureMed will engage licensed producers and distributors
from Los Angeles and Long Beach that operate within the respective city’s social equity program. Further,
PleasureMed is working with companies such as Herbs Cali Krush, which is owned and operated by an
individual who has been wronged by the criminal justice system, and Wildseed Oil, which has an
established social equity project. (See Product Offerings, p. 47)
Additionally, pursuant to feedback and advice received through outreach efforts, PleasureMed will employ
a grassroots approach to supporting social equity via a holistic framework. There are notable overlaps
between disproportionate impact communities and other social equity and restorative justice causes. As
such, PleasureMed is developing a partnership with Shepherd’s Door to provide support for its domestic
violence resource campaign and Friends in Deed to support its mission to provide resources to community
members most in need.
VETERANS AND SENIORS: We will work with the Pasadena Senior Center to learn ways to engage senior
residents and help develop outreach plans to promote employment opportunities for Pasadena’s seniors.
We also intend to work with the Pasadena City College Veterans Services Office to share job opportunities
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to local and student veterans. Veterans have notoriously been restricted from utilizing medical marijuana
due to outdated federal policies; an alarming number of veterans have resorted to opioid painkillers and
other addictive substances to combat ailments that may be better managed by medicinal cannabis. Job
posting to local senior forums and nearby veteran centers will provide a means to advertise to, and seek
employment from, local seniors and veterans.
LOCAL HIRING GOALS: PleasureMed will make a good-faith effort to have no less than 40%, of its
workforce be individuals whose primary residence is in the City of Pasadena. Our aim is to support
Pasadena’s vision to provide meaningful employment opportunities for its residents. (LU §§2.4, 11.1-4)
PleasureMed hopes that local hiring practices will also encourage the use of alternative transit.
By actively seeking employees from disproportionate impact communities, PleasureMed aims to support
persons most harmed by cannabis criminalization while promoting social equity. We seek to encompass a
diverse employee base and create a secure environment for staff and patrons with varying backgrounds and
identities. By engaging local organizations with mission statements that align with the PleasureMed ethos,
PleasureMed is confident it can follow The Pleasure Chest’s example in creating an innovative environment
that embraces diversity and respect for all peoples. Beyond hiring practices, PleasureMed will cultivate a
work environment that is sensitive to the needs of all employees.
“It’s a nice, peaceful place to work. Essentially we’re an urban place, and you can find all the
kinds of people, cultures, lifestyles, skills, and personalities right here.” – Tom Coston
PleasureMed employees will gain valuable experience and develop practical career skills. Our Operations
Manager, Tristan Lee, has a background in technology and his stores run on the latest tech platforms;
although these systems are intuitive, our staff will be trained to expertly navigate both software and
hardware. Beyond technological competency, our staff will undergo training on community sensitivity and
Pasadena’s unique history. Floor and delivery staff will be encouraged to engage in high-level conversations
with clientele – building communication skills, networking, and hopefully gaining confidence. Mr. Lee
often requires, as part of his supply agreements, that brand representatives educate his dispensary personnel
on their product(s), including an in-depth description of the chemical composition and associated health
and wellness considerations and applications. More nuanced skills will be developed dependent upon role;
our Inventory Supervisors, for example, will build a robust technical logistics skillset.
PleasureMed’s commitment to Social Equity and bettering the lives of those affected by cannabis
criminalization is exemplified by our hiring practices and the generous compensation packages offered to
employees. PleasureMed will offer Salary and Wages that exceed state minimum and Pasadena living
wages. Our substantial employee benefits provide inclusive offerings that demonstrate our commitment to
the holistic wellbeing of staff and the community. PleasureMed’s compensation package is comprised of
its Wages and Benefits offerings.
WAGES: PleasureMed is committed to paying Living Wages above 200% of the Federal Poverty Level for
a family of two. According to 2017 Poverty Guidelines, the Federal Poverty level for a family of two is
$16,2401. Thus, 200% of the Federal Poverty Level is $32,480. PleasureMed shall compensate full-time
employees at or above REDACTED. PleasureMed intends to go beyond local and federal mandates and will
compensate all employees at a minimum wage of
hr. Salaries will be set within a range which
corresponds to specific jobs and is based on employee competency and performance. The following
outlines an approximate WAGE SCALE for positions that PleasureMed will be filling:
REDACTED

(a) Manager/Assistant Manager: (Bookkeep, Purchasing, Quality Assurance (REDACTED)
Managers will oversee all operations of the Dispensary. Both positions will be trained to perform all
employee tasks in addition to Purchasing Agent and assisting bookkeeping duties. As a purchasing agent,
managers are responsible for identifying products based on customer demand and securing favorable
supply agreements. Purchasing agents work with Cannabis Specialists and Inventory Supervisors to
ensure understanding of client preferences and proper tracking of purchases. Managers are responsible
for all aspects of vendor transactions including source verification, licensing compliance, and quality
1

National Conference of State Legislators, www.ncsl.org/research/health/2017-federal-poverty-level-standards
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assurance. Managers will coordinate with Tristan Lee and Brian Robinson to handle record-keeping and
human resources. They are responsible for daily accounting and managing the POS software to make sure
all data is up to date for PleasureMed’s bookkeeper and CPA. Records will be kept and maintained in
compliance with Pasadena’s and California’s requirements. (BPC §5037; PMC §8.11.080; §5.78.150)
REDACTED

(b) Cannabis Specialist: (Wellness Services, Customer Education, Sales Transactions (
))
Cannabis Specialists will fill multiple roles, including intake and reception, dispensing, and informational
resource guide. Specialists will share verification duties and responsibilities with Screeners. They will
conduct new client orientations and provide tours of the dispensary upon request. Specialists will be
trained to advise on product decisions that align with the medicinal and recreational benefits sought by
clients. They will provide product information, dosage recommendations and information on ingestion.
They shall assist with client registration, wellness plan creation, and are responsible for sharing
information about support groups and programs. Specialists will also be trained to process sales and
transactions in PleasureMed’s Meadow POS Software to assist with client checkout.
REDACTED

(c) Screeners / Processors: (Entrance Screening, Product Packaging, Sales Transactions (
))
Screeners-processors are responsible for screening customers at entry, packaging sold product, and
processing sales transactions. As Screeners, they will be trained in verification procedures to ensure only
legal patrons enter the dispensary. As Processors, they will ensure products are placed in an opaque
package prior to leaving the premises. Screeners-processors will only fulfill either role in a given shift;
Screeners are positioned at customer verification counters, Processors are stationed at checkout stations.
REDACTED

(d) Inventory Supervisors: (Inventory Management & Quality Assurance
))
Inventory Supervisors oversee product intake, handling, packaging inventory, storage procedures and
quality assurance. They are responsible for ensuring inventory is received only from licensed distributors
and that incoming products meet PleasureMed’s rigid compliance standards, including verification of a
certificate of analysis (COA) upon product delivery. They will do in-depth examinations of all incoming
product to ensure proper labeling and that batches and testing results correspond to the shipping manifest
filed with the BCC. They will perform daily inventory inspections and verify no products have been
tampered with. Inventory Supervisors will manage storage of products under proper temperature and
security to ensure freshness and safety. They will track inventory in Meadow’s POS software and make
sure track-and-trace procedures are complied with for incoming and outgoing product.
REDACTED
(e) Delivery Drivers: (Trip Plans, Delivery, & Documentation Verificatio (
)
Drivers are responsible for communicating with clientele in preparation for transporting cannabis to a
client’s address. They are responsible for creating and submitting trip plans and ensuring delivery
manifests are consistent with products being delivered and addresses being delivered to. Drivers are also
responsible for confirming delivery, validating government-issued age ID, and obtaining photographic
confirmation of client documentation. Drivers must document confirmation and cancellation to ensure
inventory from cancelled orders is re-stocked and reported to the BCC. Further, drivers are responsible
for filing reports on accidents, lost product, or diversion of product that occurs during transport.
EMPLOYEE BENEFITS: Mr. Robinson brings with him a proven commitment to fair hiring practices and
strong employee benefits through the policies and practices instituted at The Pleasure Chest stores across
the country. PleasureMed seeks to adopt equivalent best business practices with respect to its Dispensary
employees and shall adopt employee benefits which include, but are not limited to, the following:
(1) Wage/Salary Increases: Staff will be considered for raises during reviews based on performance,
competency, continued training/education, and employment tenure. PleasureMed will adjust its wage scale
to fulfill its commitment to wages above 200% of the Federal Poverty Level for a family of two.
(2) CA Disability Insurance: State Disability Insurance (SDI) is administered by the EDD; this provides
benefits when employees can’t work because illness/injury that is not work related.
(3) CA State Paid Family Leave Insurance: Paid Family Leave (PFL) is a state-sponsored insurance
program within the SDI program. It provides employees with partial wage replacement for up to six (6)
weeks in any twelve-month period while absent from work for a seriously ill or injured family member.
(4) Vacation Pay: Vacation time allows employee to rest, relax and pursue special interests. PleasureMed
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will provide Paid Vacation Leave to show appreciation for employee loyalty and continued service.
Vacation Pay will be available to full-time employees after one year of full-time work.
(5) Sick Pay: Paid Sick Leave provides employees with a measure of wage/salary continuation when they
are absent from work. Paid Sick Leave may be used for an employee’s illness or injury, as well as the
diagnosis, care, or treatment of an existing health condition for themselves or a “family member”.
(6) Workers’ Compensation: PleasureMed will provide coverage for employees for work-related injury.
Employees will be notified at hire of the name of the workers’ comp carrier in writing and of changes
thereafter. Workers’ Comp leave is concurrent with FMLA and CFRA for the first 12 weeks of time off.
(7) Group Insurance Plans: Full-time Staff are eligible for group medical insurance on the first day of the
month following sixty continuous days of service.
(8) Social Security: All employees are covered under the federal social security law. Social security benefits
supplement employees’ family retirement income and provide disability and survivors’ benefits. The amount
of deduction from employee’s wages for social security taxes is matched by the Company.
(9) Unemployment Insurance: PleasureMed pays state/federal unemployment taxes on behalf of employees.
(10) Leave: Leaves of absence are available for the following: (a) Worker’s Compensation Leave; (b)
Medical Leave; (c) Family Medical Leave and California Family Rights Act (CFRA); (d) Service Member
Family/Medical Leave; (e) Pregnancy Disability Leave; (f) Personal Leave; (g) Bereavement Leave; (h)
Military Leave; (i) Spousal Military Leave; (j) California Emergency Duty Leave; (k) California Civil Air
Patrol Employment Protection Act; (l) California Crime Victims Leave; (m) California Domestic Violence
and Sexual Assault Victims and Stalking Victims Leave; (n) California Organ/Bone Marrow Donor Leave;
(o) Subpoenas/Witness Duty; (p) Voting Leave; (q) Time off for Religious Reasons; (r) School Appearance
Leave; (s) Family School Partnership Leave; (t) Alcohol and Drug Rehabilitation Leave.
(12) Payroll Deductions: Various payroll deductions are required by law, such as federal income tax, state
income tax, state disability insurance (SDI), paid family leave insurance (PFL), Medicare and Social
Security taxes. Other deductions from paychecks must be authorized by the employee.
(13) Occupational Health and Safety Standards: PleasureMed will meet or exceed all OSHA standards
for workplace health and safety. The dispensary will offer a clean, safe and comfortable environment for
employees and customers. Additionally, PleasureMed will require one employee and supervisor to
complete a 30-hour Cal-OSHA general industry training course offered by an authorized OSHA training
institute within one year of obtaining the dispensary license (BPC §26051.5(a)(11)).
(14) Retirement Plan: PleasureMed will offer employees a retirement savings plan. The Vanguard Simple
IRA for small business requires PleasureMed to match employee contributions dollar-for-dollar up to 3%
of employee compensation. Employees may contribute up to $15,500 annually.
(15) Labor Peace Agreement (LPA): PleasureMed will enter into a LPA when it employs twenty or more
employees (BPC §26051.5(a)(5)). Our LPA will include agreements to not disrupt efforts of labor
organizations to communicate with and attempt to represent PleasureMed employees. PleasureMed’s LPA
will comply with California’s Business and Professions Code definition of “Labor Peace Agreement” (BPC
§19300.5(w)). PleasureMed will enter into its LPA with a “Bona Fide Labor Organization” or labor union
seeking to represent cannabis workers in Pasadena. PleasureMed has considered UFCW Local 770, which
has represented cannabis workers since 2011.
COMMITMENT TO EMPLOYEE EDUCATION & INTERNAL PROMOTIONS: Responsible employers ensure
their employees are well trained and content with their opportunities for growth both within the workplace
and with respect to outside career goals. Accordingly, PleasureMed will provide opportunities for its
employees to build a career while furthering their education. To achieve this, PleasureMed is committed to
reimbursing its employees who decide to pursue vocational training or community college courses at
Pasadena Community College or an equivalent California community college. In order to encourage our
employees to pursue their goals of higher education, we have decided to commit to paying our employees
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enrollment fees for up to 6 units worth of coursework per semester.2 It is our hope that by investing in our
employees’ education and training that we will foster a positive environment of growth and opportunity for
all employees. Vocational training and college education should allow our employees to pursue the career
paths of their choice and we look forward to becoming an integral supporter of our employee’s future
successes. (LU §§ 11.1-2)
NON-DISCRIMINATION OVERVIEW: PleasureMed’s non-discrimination policy is grounded in our
commitment to diversity and the importance we place on equality and creating an environment where
employees from diverse backgrounds are at home. Our hiring practices, compensation packages, and
significant social equity component all highlight the emphasis placed on fostering an environment of
acceptance. PleasureMed embraces restorative justice movements and also strives to facilitate seniors and
differently abled persons in the workplace. The envisioned confluence of diverse employees and clientele
obligates PleasureMed to adhere to a strict non-discrimination policy, which discourages intentional and
unintentional discrimination. PleasureMed’s detailed anti-discrimination policy is featured in the 70-page
employee handbook hirees will receive; the plan includes, but is not limited to, the following considerations:
Equal Opportunity Employment: PleasureMed is committed to equal employment opportunities for all
persons, without regard to race, color, national origin (including language restrictions and possession of a
driver’s license issued under Vehicle Code §12801.9), ancestry, religion, (including religious
dress/grooming practices) age (40 and over), mental/physical disability, veteran status, military status,
medical condition, sex (including pregnancy, childbirth, breastfeeding, & related medical conditions),
marital status, denial of family and medical care leave, sexual orientation, gender, gender identification,
gender expression, genetic characteristics, or any other consideration based on applicable law. PleasureMed
also pledges to maintain compliance with the federal Genetic Information Nondiscrimination Act (GINA).
Reasonable Accommodation: PleasureMed complies with requirements of the California Fair Employment
and Housing Act (“FEHA”) and the Americans with Disabilities Act (“ADA”) and will reasonably
accommodate a qualified individual with a physical or mental disability impairment.
Gender Identity/Expression: As a cannabis dispensary in the Pasadena community, we expect to attract a
diverse clientele and staff. Specifically, PleasureMed acknowledges the increasing diversity in gender
expression and identity within society. We recognize some employees and customers’ gender identity does
not fit within the gender binary and/or does not match their sex assigned at birth or perceived gender. We
aim to support employees’ and clientele’s right to express gender in the manner they see fit.
Discrimination and Harassment: PleasureMed is committed to providing a work environment free of
unlawful discrimination, harassment, retaliation and disrespectful or other unprofessional conduct. This
policy applies to all persons involved with PleasureMed and prohibits intentional and unintentional
discrimination and harassment by any employee, including supervisors and managers, as well as any third
party that interacts with employees.
Lactation Accommodation: Our family-friendly policies and benefits support breastfeeding mothers by
accommodating mothers wishing to express milk during her workday when separated from her newborn.
II.

COMMUNITY ASSOCIATIONS ENGAGEMENT

PleasureMed will take a grassroots community partnership approach to outreach through donations to, and
sponsorships for, community organizations and nonprofits. As a mission-driven company, meaningful
integration into the community is key to our success. Pasadena has more charitable nonprofits per capita
than any other city in the country; our outreach efforts to local non-profits reflect priorities and causes
important to Pasadena and the cannabis industry. Accordingly, PleasureMed’s local non-profit engagement
plans include a commitment to pledge 2% of its profits to Social Justice Reform and Social Services nonprofits that operate in Pasadena; 2% of its profits to local charities from our nonprofit engagement list that
fall under the umbrella of Youth Development, Education, Health, Culture/History, Scientific, or
Entertainment, and; an additional 1% will be distributed to patron/employee nominated nonprofits.
Based on Pasadena City College’s posted enrollment fees of $46 per unit, this would result in a commitment of up to
year paid towards enrollment fees; vocational training programs will be compensated the same annual amount.

2

REDACTED

per
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PleasureMed will support social and restorative justice causes as part of a commitment to progressive social
change. Our support of social and restorative justice marries PleasureMed’s advocacy for holistic health
and wellness with its commitment to restorative justice for victims of the war on drugs and racial injustice.
Cannabis use and advocacy is historically entangled with unjust criminalization, which has afflicted
communities that endure social discrimination. Minorities have been disproportionately targeted for drug
crimes, and many non-violent drug convictions have marred individuals’ lives through excessive sentencing
and difficulties with post-conviction job placement. Beyond direct implications, disproportionate impact
communities often endure consequential challenges stemming from displacement, lack of resources, and
exposure to violence. Given the historical maltreatment of these communities, PleasureMed is proud to
pledge 2% of profits to nonprofits that support social and restorative justice initiatives.
In light of our community outreach efforts, PleasureMed has developed a partnership with Shepherd’s Door
to provide support for its domestic violence resource campaign and Friends in Deed to support its mission
to provide critical resources to community members in need. Shephard’s Door takes a comprehensive
approach to addressing domestic violence and associated issues, which are statistically more prevalent
within disproportionate impact communities. Their Legal Advocacy Program assists domestic violence and
sexual assault victims, representing clients to obtain Emergency Protective Orders (EPO), Temporary
Restraining Orders (TRO), and Domestic Violence Protective Orders (DVPO). Shepherd’s Door also
assists with food, transitional housing, healthcare services, mental health services, substance abuse
counseling, clothing, and computer training.
Friends in Deed is an interfaith organization that provides supportive services to meet basic human needs
– their clientele is almost unanimously from disproportionate impact communities. The organization’s roots
go back as far as 1894, and Friends in Deed was granted nonprofit status in 1946. Programs include The
Food Pantry, The Women’s Room, and The Bad Weather Shelter, all operated from 444 East Washington
Blvd. Friends in Deed also incorporates homeless prevention services, family programs, free blood
pressure and sugar level checks, and back to school drives. In addition to direct contributions, PleasureMed
is coordinating efforts with Shepherd’s Door and Friends in Deed to help find employment opportunities
for participants who qualify for cannabis industry jobs. We also plan to work with the Pasadena Senior
Center and the Pasadena City College Veterans Services Office to learn ways to engage senior and veteran
residents and help develop outreach plans to promote employment opportunities for seniors and veterans.
PleasureMed is eager to work with Homeboy Industries in its mission to provide hope, training, and support
to previously incarcerated men and women, many of whom were incarcerated on cannabis and drug related
charges. PleasureMed is proposing to work with Homeboy Industries to help find employment
opportunities for members who qualify for cannabis industry jobs. We also plan to reach out to the San
Gabriel Black Business Association to provide job opportunities. PleasureMed looks forward to working
with Homeboy Industries and the San Gabriel Black Business Association towards creating a meaningful
impact on the local community by collaborating on opportunities and solutions for persons and groups who
have endured discrimination.
Further, PleasureMed will collaborate with various local nonprofits to unify corresponding initiatives and
entrench itself in Pasadena’s rich culture of innovation and advocacy for diversity. Aligning ourselves with
a diverse spectrum of nonprofits allows us to embrace causes integral to Pasadena and the Cannabis
industry. While 2%, of our profits are allocated to Social Equity causes, PleasureMed is donating another
2% of our profits amongst local nonprofits that fall under the umbrella of Youth Development, Education,
Health, Culture/History, Science, and Entertainment. Having deliberated with Tom Coston of the Light
Bringer Project and developing a better idea of how we could best serve the community, PleasureMed is
developing partnerships with Outward Bound – introducing at-risk youth to nature through various
activities; Ronald McDonald House – providing housing for cancer-stricken families; Foundation for
Living Beauty – boosting morale of cancer patients through a comprehensive support program; LA Futures
– providing real-world career training to public high schools; Room 13 – developing student driven creative
studios; LitFest Pasadena – providing free books and hosting an annual literary festival, and; ArtNight
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Pasadena – hosting a free evening of art, music, culture and entertainment. Our charitable partnerships
represent a comprehensive approach to the community’s wellbeing.
An additional 1% of our profits will be donated to nonprofit organizations that have been nominated by
patrons and employees; this will ensure our nonprofit engagement remains open to all causes prized by the
Pasadena community. PleasureMed will manage its philanthropic engagements in accordance with
Pasadena’s values – our contributions to youth-oriented organizations will include educational resources
about early-exposure and addiction risks as well as faceless contributions.
PleasureMed will work with its employees to provide community service efforts to the City of Pasadena
and its community service organizations. PleasureMed will encourage its employees to participate in 10
hours of local community service per year. By taking an active role in the community, PleasureMed hopes
to better understand the local climate and how to best serve the City of Pasadena.
“All these levels of history and community participation are in the air in Pasadena. We
absorb it without even knowing it’s happening.” – Sue Mossman
NON-PROFIT EVENT SPONSORSHIP: PleasureMed is eager to support local organizations through direct
financial contributions and encouraging volunteerism by our employees. We believe that, in order to truly
extend an olive branch, our company and customer base must support the local community and its initiatives
through active participation, including direct coordination of charity events. We have devised tentative
interactive programs to support local organizations:
February (Breast Cancer)
st

st

April (Book Drive)
st

st

November (Food Drive)
st

st

December (Toy Drive)

February 1 to 21

April 1 to 21

November 1 to 21

December 1st to 21st

PleasureMed will
encourage patrons to
make donations in form
of cash and/or thoughtful
gifts, such as teddy bears

PleasureMed will
encourage its
patrons to donate
books or make
financial donations

Patrons will be asked to
donate canned food
goods or money towards
feeding the needy on
Thanksgiving

PleasureMed will
encourage clients to
donate cash or bring in
new toys/gifts for
disadvantaged children

PleasureMed will deliver
gifts / proceeds to
Foundation for Living
Beauty

PleasureMed will
deliver books and
proceeds to LitFest
Pasadena

PleasureMed will deliver
food and proceeds to
Friends in Deed; The
Food Pantry

PleasureMed will
deliver gifts and
proceeds to Ronald
McDonald House

PleasureMed, by initiating causes in the community, hopes to challenge the stigmas that surround cannabis
use. Our goal is to humbly match the efforts of the City, charitable residents, local churches and businesses
in contributing to a vibrant community. We also hope to show the community that our clientele is generally
thoughtful and aware – and possibly even win over some old-time Pasadenans!
“People here are less conservative and more tolerant now. And there’s not nearly as
much snobbery as there once was.” – Ruth Williamson
DOO DAH PARADE: PleasureMed is eager to participate in the Pasadena Doo Dah Parade – the city’s
farcical and flamboyant festival. Because of the measured sensitivity required 365 days per year to operate
a dispensary in Pasadena, the Doo Dah Parade will be PleasureMed’s and its employees’ opportunity to
interact with the community in a less formal and more jovial atmosphere. If a cannabis-oriented business
belongs in any Pasadena community event, it is the Doo Dah Parade.
COMMUNITY RELATIONS: Brian Robinson will serve as PleasureMed’s first Community Liaison – the
community liaison is the dispensary’s direct link to the community and is responsible for all public relations.
Mr. Robinson will attend regular meetings with the City Manager or designee to discuss costs, benefits, and
other community issues related to commercial cannabis operations. Mr. Robinson will participate in a city
led public outreach and educational program for youth organizations and educational institutions that
addresses risks of youth use of and addiction to cannabis (PMC §5.78.200).
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III.

LOCAL BUSINESS PARTNERSHIPS

PleasureMed’s business plan includes developing innovative, mutually-beneficial local partnerships that
stimulate local economy and community interrelation. PleasureMed will rely on local vendors when
possible, unless a demonstrably more suitable vendor is located elsewhere. PleasureMed will seek to obtain
all lighting, stock, materials, utensils, equipment, display cases, cannabis products and the like from local
suppliers. Our store views local business partnerships as a means of progressing shared goals and ideologies
while tightening bonds within the community. We envision leveraging community partnerships to
encourage cultural exploration and other healthy lifestyle activities that add to individuals’ overall quality
of life and personal wellness. PleasureMed’s local business strategy involves developing partnerships and
cross-promotional opportunities with local vendors and cultivating partnerships with organizations that
support local commerce while bolstering health and wellness themes in the Pasadena community.
START-UP CONTRACTING: PleasureMed has prepared preliminary plans for its prospective locations. Each
of the potential properties lends itself to deliberate cosmetic overhaul consistent with the city’s objectives
that involve repurposing and enhancement through adaptive reuse. To mindfully execute our concept, we
will employ local contractors for general construction, finishes and design. PleasureMed intends to contract
with Dorado Design & Construction, Morillo Construction Co, or Navarro Construction, Inc. to carry
out our renovation requirements, dependent on bids and proposals. To design our facility in step with
Pasadena design standards, PleasureMed plans to work with Hollywood Iron Works – Pasadena local cast
iron specialists – for detailed iron work, and Saxum Tile Design Studio – Pasadena tile designers – for our
flooring and tile work needs. We intend to source our furniture from Cisco Home Pasadena, which sources
its high-end furniture from local craftsmen, and miscellaneous pieces from Revival Antiques and TL Gurley
Antiques. PleasureMed will contract with local craftsmen, such as McCann’s Custom Cabinetry, for
electric, plumbing, fixtures, detailed finishes, and other services and needs. (LU §§1.1, 1.2, 1.7, 4.10, 6.2,
7.1-3, 8.5, 10.4, 10.6)
“Many craftsmen weren’t getting the jobs to build the mansions they had built in the
twenties, so they put all this care and workmanship into the more modest houses. They’re
as much a part of Pasadena’s beauty as its grand houses.” – Darrell Done
BUSINESS RELATIONSHIPS: PleasureMed has begun networking with local businesses to discuss reciprocal
referrals and combination service packages. Our conversations with community members and shrewd
insights shared from Mr. Coston have led to an approach with the following parameters: partnerships should
avoid chain and/or franchised businesses, and instead focus on securing relationships with community
oriented, locally owned and/or operated businesses that bring holistic value to the community; partnerships
should be based on relationship forming and community integration, similar to Jones Coffee and its role
with respect to social congregation and complementary business opportunities, as opposed to overt financial
reciprocity arrangements.
After exploring prospective partners and vetting Pasadena businesses pursuant to these parameters,
PleasureMed is proposing to work with local galleries such as The Frostig Collection, Galerie Gabrie and
Pasadena Playhouse to coordinate loan/rental programs, wherein art from local exhibits and featured artists
would be displayed at PleasureMed. We have also been informed by Mr. Coston that he is part of a local
artistic network and is willing to put PleasureMed in touch with various artists who may be interested in
displaying their work at our dispensary. PleasureMed has also approached local bookstores, such as
Vromans and Alexandria II, to feature a small library – with books on cannabis, health and wellness, and
Pasadena’s heritage – displayed in our lobby and reception area on bookshelves built by McCann’s Custom
Cabinetry. Further, we plan to use inventive means of attracting new commerce such as through
partnerships with sightseeing tours like The Pasadena Tour Company. These proposed relationships speak
to the importance PleasureMed places on the furtherance of Pasadenan culture.
From a holistic health and wellness perspective, we have engaged Shiatsu of Pasadena and Aroma Health
Center to package and cross-promote cannabis-derivative topicals and oils with skin care and massage
treatments. We have engaged One Life Yoga, Wundabar Pilates and The Salt Studio about health and
mindfulness partnerships for purposes of educational workshops and mutual referral relationships. Our
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robust network of local partnerships will allow us to offer cross-promotional service packages to consumers
that incentivize local commerce – service packages would combine multiple local businesses’ services,
such as a spa treatment and a yoga session gifted pursuant to a purchase threshold at PleasureMed.
We are also exploring innovative cross-business relationships, such as with Jones Coffee Roasters in which
PleasureMed features a coffee stand in its reception lobby for customers to purchase Jones coffee; we are
working out the logistics with the Bureau of Cannabis Control (16 CCR §5407). PleasureMed has invited
The Flower Man to regularly supply flower arrangements to be featured at the dispensary; creative flower
arrangements will complement our artistic theme while breathing life into the facility. We plan to utilize
Pasadena Image Printing to produce our hardcopy informational brochures, free up-to-date pamphlets
highlighting local attractions and businesses (See Attachment N), and other printing needs. PleasureMed’s
diversified and comprehensive approach to local business partnerships represents its commitment to the
community and its shared success. (LU §§2.12, 6.5, 11.3, 12.2, 12.5, 12.6, 14.1)
THE PLEASURE CHEST: PleasureMed will continue to leverage its relationship with The Pleasure Chest,
which has a strong Los Angeles presence. PleasureMed will partner with The Pleasure Chest to provide a
safe environment for exploring personal health and awareness through PleasurEd and other shared
initiatives. We are exploring potential dual-development sites conducive to both PleasureMed and The
Pleasure Chest, although we recognize the challenges given the zoning and development parameters. By
promoting health and wellness through personal exploration at a common location, PleasureMed and The
Pleasure Chest would team-up to establish a modest health-oriented consumer marketplace amenable to
pedestrian shopping and community interaction. Our focus is to attract small, local retailers such as a health
food and/or drink vendor, a yoga studio, an art gallery, and other operators that focus on mindfulness and
health. (LU §§4.11, 6.2, 7.1-3, 9.6-7, 10.4, 10.6, 11.1-3, 12.2-6)
PleasureMed looks forward to promoting local commerce and shared community principles through
strategic, cross-sector local business partnerships. Our multi-tiered approach to partnerships with a wide
array of local vendors, ranging from galleries to print shops, has been informed by well-respected longtime
Pasadenans, and will allow us to build trust and respect amongst the community. The planned relationships
are true to PleasureMed’s holistic health and wellness approach; local business outreach and partnerships
provide an opportunity for PleasureMed to contribute to the overall prosperity of Pasadena’s commercial,
cultural and residential communities. (LU §§2.12, 11.3, 12.2, 12.5, 12.6, 14.1)
Our Community Benefits outreach efforts were initially stifled. A record store owner barked “I’m not
selling” in response to a simple introduction. A representative of one of Pasadena’s senior initiatives nearly
laughed us off the phone when we called to offer financial support and job opportunities to her organization.
We took it on the chin and pressed forward; PleasureMed has secured several commitments from nonprofits
and local businesses, and our network in Pasadena seems to be growing daily. Assimilating in such a storied
city is no easy feat, and that is why it will take a genuine, focused, and capable team to earn the trust of the
community and operate a long-standing retail business in the City of Pasadena. PleasureMed is deeply
encouraged with the progress that it has made during this process with respect to breaching the community
and developing local allies. Our sincerity and “realness” have allowed us to find support amongst local
advocates and we are excited about the opportunity to continue our community buildings efforts if the City
invites us to partner with it in responsibly stewarding the Cannabis industry into Pasadena.
Shiatsu of Pasadena: Health & Wellness Spa using Chinese Tuina and Japanese
Shiatsu. Shiatsu of Pas has offered a commitment conditioned on licensing.
One Life Yoga: Committed to the holistic benefit of yoga’s metaphysical and
physical practice. One Life has offered a commitment conditional upon licensing.
The Flower Man: Best Pasadena Florist 2012, 2013, 2014, 2015, 2016, and 2017.
Flower Man has offered a commitment conditional upon licensing.
Jones Coffee Roasters: Pasadena’s hippest coffee shop. Jones supplies organic trade
coffee to customers and is discussing cross-sector opportunities upon licensing.

(626) 251-2417
1043 E. Green St.
(626) 714-7447
1361 N. Hill Ave
(626) 795-1508
2450 E. Foothill
(818) 731-1749
693 S. Raymond
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Shepherd’s Door: provides supportive services to meet basic human needs.
Shepherd’s Door has offered a commitment conditioned on licensing.
Light Bringer Project: coordinate multiple efforts on behalf of art and education for
youth. Mr. Coston has discussed multiple opportunities upon licensing.

(626) 765-9967
PO Box 40441
(626) 590-9079
PO Box 968

SUB-SECTION 2C: PRODUCT OFFERINGS

REDACTED
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Pages 75-76 Redacted

REDACTED
SECTION 3: NEIGHBORHOOD COMPATIBILITY & ENHANCEMENT
Pasadena is a community built on the charm and culture of historic neighborhoods and commercial districts.
It is a community steeped in tradition with an unrivaled sense of place. The City’s sense of place is grounded
by its Civic Architecture as well as in its neighborhoods and community places, which each possess their
own unique identity. From Pasadena’s first Landmark District and its namesake Bungalows, to Prospect
Park, where Frank Lloyd Wright’s Millard House sits amongst an assortment of Greene & Greene homes
including the famous Gamble House and Charles Greene’s personal home; there are few States and
Countries, let alone Cities, that can match Pasadena’s rich architectural history and presence.
Whether you want to call it Spanish Colonial or Mediterranean Revival, there is no denying that Pasadena’s
City Hall sits amongst the pantheon of Civic Centers, and its flanking by the Pasadena Central Library and
the Civic Auditorium provide a centrality to not only the Central District and Old Town, but also to the
entirety of the City. This classical and traditional architectural style reverberates through the peculiar
grandeur of the Castle Greene, the stately presence of CalTech’s Athenaeum and Ricket’s House, as well
as through the timeless antiquity of the Huntington Gallery, designed by Myron Hunt and decidedly
intended to be Mediterranean Revival.
Of course, Pasadena is much more than traditional architecture, and its acceptance of innovation in design
is evidenced in buildings like Wurderman and Becket’s moderne Bullocks store on South Lake. Throughout
the City’s history there seems to be an almost Jekyll and Hyde struggle between conservative ideals and
acknowledgment of the value of progress. We chose to apply for a Dispensary in Pasadena because
Pasadena embodies the refined character and uniqueness we seek to bring to the cannabis industry. As much
as Pasadena and Pasadenans are selective with who they accept into their inner circle, so too is PleasureMed
selective about the jurisdictions it feels would fit its targeted boutique dispensary model.
Neighborhood Compatibility and Community Integration are central to PleasureMed’s philosophy, which
is appropriate as these are also priorities of the Pasadena community. PleasureMed’s Exterior Design
Concept, Design Concept Integration, as well as our Integration of Security Measures and Odor Control
Procedures, will all be essential to our ability to fit within the Pasadena community and to seamlessly
enhance the surrounding neighborhoods within which we propose to operate (LU §4.11). Pasadena and
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Pasadenans are reluctant to accept newcomers, but earning the trust of the community is something that
PleasureMed and its ownership group are uniquely qualified to do.
“You have to earn your way into the Inner Circle by doing it ‘the Pasadena Way’. The quest
requires focus and effort, but the cost of entry is surprisingly egalitarian.” – Lian Dolan
Our ownership group has reliable experience with historic, character-driven communities as well as with
assimilating prejudiced businesses within communities in ways that enhance their surrounding
neighborhoods. Sean Maddocks grew up in Laguna Beach, which is fighting hard to compete with Pasadena
in terms of public Landmarks and historic and Mills Act homes per square foot. Sean resides in a Mills Act
home in Laguna Beach that was built in 1936 and has first-hand experience of the love-hate relationship
that is historic preservation and maintenance. Despite frustrations involved with sourcing materials
consistent with those used in the 1930’s, Sean is a strong advocate of historic preservation and supports the
rigorous design review standards imposed by communities that prioritize preserving their historic charm.
Communities like Pasadena and Laguna Beach share a common respect for community heritage and
neighborhood preservation, which impute an assimilative duty on outsiders. In addition to his familiarity
with heritage communities, Mr. Maddocks boasts robust experience with respect to helping cannabis
companies develop innovative ways of giving back to and assimilating within their respective communities.
Brian Robinson launched the first Adult Retail Store in the Upper East Side of Manhattan and created an
upscale and luxurious shopping environment that allowed uptight Upper East Side New Yorkers to drop
their guard with respect to the sex industry (See Attachment D). The Upper East Side Pleasure Chest
includes detailed exterior mill-work that adds a form of public art to its environs similar to some of the
unique boutiques lining Colorado Boulevard. The stately and traditional environment of the Pleasure Chest
Upper East Side is so disarmingly welcoming that it is not uncommon to see dignified elderly women
perusing its aisles. This contrasts the Pleasure Chest’s West Hollywood location, which is designed and
operated to fit into the alternative and edgy environment of the West Hollywood neighborhood it calls
home. Operating in an industry that is dependent on gaining customer trust and creating an environment
where clients can open up about extremely private matters has taught Mr. Robinson the importance of
designing retail environments that foster a sense of security and fitness within the surrounding community.
Brian’s impressive ability to integrate sensitive-use businesses into a variety of neighborhoods not only
evidences his ability to execute neighborhood compatibility and enhancement plans, it also provides a
template for PleasureMed’s approach to fitting into and enhancing the Pasadena community.
Tristan Lee has pioneered the successful integration of two cannabis dispensaries in the neighborhoods of
Marina Del Rey and Woodland Hills. Tristan’s management was responsible for overhauling unlicensed
construction that had been completed at one of his Dispensaries prior to his tenure. Further, experience as
an owner/manager of dispensaries in disparate jurisdictions has taught him the importance of understanding
the local environment and clientele when deciding how to design, manage, and operate a Dispensary. The
modern design of Tristan’s Marina Del Rey Dispensary, The Green Dot, has been widely extolled by its
customers and it is a perfect complement to the contemporary atmosphere of its surrounding neighborhood.
However, what works in Marina Del Rey is not going to work in Woodland Hills; and a Dispensary in
Pasadena needs to be tailored to meet the culturally refined tastes of the Pasadenan community.
In line with Mr. Robinson and Mr. Lee’s experience with successful neighborhood compatibility efforts,
PleasureMed’s first, and only current, dispensary in West Hollywood was designed with the intention of
seamlessly integrating into the sophisticated and up-scale design requirements featured throughout the upscale retail establishments in the surrounding Melrose Ave, Rodeo Drive and Sunset Blvd shopping
districts. PleasureMed’s West Hollywood Dispensary embodies an old-world ambiance of understated
sophistication (See Attachment C). The store’s integrative design features a stately and timeless exterior
design that is complemented by the store’s high-end luxury environment, which is enveloped in ornate
molding with custom trim-work, shelving and cabinetry. PleasureMed’s West Hollywood location also
features proximity to public transit, plentiful parking, and a detailed landscaping plan that extends to its
open-air rooftop lounge. While not every dispensary requires the substantial investment that is going into
PleasureMed’s West Hollywood Dispensary, unique communities like West Hollywood and Pasadena
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possess more refined standards that must be accounted for when trying to establish a business that is
compatible with the surrounding community.
PleasureMed firmly believes a business is only as strong as the community surrounding it; and it is our job
to add to and assimilate within the uniqueness of the Pasadena Community and its neighborhoods and
Community Places. To responsibly assimilate to Pasadena, we must create an environment that honors the
City’s traditional heritage and allows people of appropriate ages to drop their guard with respect to deeprooted misconceptions about cannabis. We are aware of these demands and resolute in our confidence that
our ownership team brings the right type of experience to develop a Pasadena Cannabis Dispensary that fits
within the community and its neighborhoods, while enhancing the heritage and charm of Pasadena. (LU
§4.11; §§6.1-2; §§7.1-3; §10.6; §§11.1-3; §§12.2-6)
EXTERIOR DESIGN CONCEPT
Fitting into the Pasadena community and enhancing its unique character and identity is no easy feat.
PleasureMed’s proposed facility will be designed with a blank-canvas approach. Before imposing our
creative will, we spent time developing a sense of the architectural climate and neighborhood environments
within the Pasadena community. Drawing inspiration from Pasadena’s Guiding Principles, and the
underlying architecture and social character of the community, PleasureMed and its design team approach
this opportunity with intentions of harmony and purpose. The deeper we dug into Pasadena’s history and
culture, the more excited we became about how well PleasureMed’s distinctive boutique dispensary model
integrates with Pasadena’s architectural and cultural identity.
“It’s a remarkable thing to see the partnership between Pasadena Heritage and the city as they have
teamed up to actually move endangered buildings. And look at City Hall – there’s sensitivity to
preservation like almost nowhere else in the world.”– Bob Winter
With respect to a prejudiced industry like commercial cannabis, it becomes even more important that
businesses tread carefully as to not offend the established culture of Pasadena. Accordingly, PleasureMed’s
design aesthetic is anchored by an exterior that evokes the greatness and traditional elegance of Pasadena’s
Civic Architecture and its Mediterranean/Spanish Revival character. By instilling a sense of history and
community fit, we hope to infuse a feeling of familiarity that resonates with Pasadena’s locals as well as
the multitude of visitors that flock to Pasadena for its historic charm and cultural refinement.
Rather than impose a hyper-modern Apple Store, or another chain store, like Starbucks or MedMen, we
feel that Pasadena citizens would be more receptive to a design grounded in tradition that immediately
establishes a sense of history and place within the community. While a Craftsman Style or Arts and Crafts
design would fit the community from a design perspective, they carry an implicit modernity that ostracizes
community members with more traditional leanings, of which there are quite a few in Pasadena. Instead,
PleasureMed’s design team has decided that a more traditional Spanish/Mediterranean style will better
allow us to fit into the community in a way that convinces passersby to set aside their biases.
PleasureMed’s exterior design is a testament to the role we hope to play in Pasadena – that of a trusted
community partner and responsible steward of cannabis and its health and wellness benefits. A completely
renovated frontage will be designed to incorporate architectural features found throughout Pasadena’s Civic
Architecture, including its extravagant City Hall. The design features inconspicuously integrate security
mechanisms that facilitate compliance while eliminating potential nuisances on the surrounding
community. The design proposes floor-to-ceiling iron glass windows with opaque finishes that strategically
conceal the presence of cannabis activities. PleasureMed’s facility will inspire awe amongst the community,
and its disarming traditionalism will effortlessly integrate into any neighborhood in the City. PleasureMed’s
exterior will carefully consider its surroundings and defer to the massing and scale of neighboring buildings,
allowing it to simultaneously accentuate and enhance the existing character of the neighborhood.
PleasureMed’s proposed exterior design is anchored by its grand windows whose small wrought-iron panes
invite natural light into the interior of the building (See Attachments A, B). The clean lines of the exterior
design create a sense of place with a sophisticated, earthy airiness, while the incorporated architectural
finishes pay tribute to the craftsman history of Pasadena. PleasureMed plans to incorporate public art into
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its development to contribute to the city’s cultural identity and reinforce the city’s urban design principles.
Among contemplated exterior art features, PleasureMed hopes to exhibit a locally produced natural-stone
water fountain, reminiscent of the one in front of City Hall, as an effort to bring a greater sense of
community ownership into the building design (LU §6.7).
The ceiling high iron-paned windows will be encased by handcrafted, painted, Spanish tiles, adding to the
Mediterranean Revival style found throughout Pasadena. These tiles themselves are intended to integrate
an additional form of public art into the exterior design of our building and were inspired by the ornate tile
work of Pasadena’s local Urth Caffé. Between the exterior archway pillars, locally sourced (Hollywood
Ironworks of Pasadena), iron antique lamp fixtures will be featured to both add architectural interest and
provide ample exterior lighting for pedestrian ambiance. PleasureMed’s exterior windows feature heavy
tinting or frosting up to or just above eye level, allowing pedestrians to appreciate interior architectural
features such as natural wood coffered ceilings, hand-crafted wood trim-work, and wrought-iron candelabra
chandeliers while shielding pedestrian sightlines from all cannabis and related miscellanea. Concealment
of interior activities will avoid unnecessary attention and exposure to adolescents while providing added
protection from theft and burglary (LU §6.7).
Another important exterior design feature is PleasureMed’s signage. PleasureMed’s exterior façade will
include laser-cut iron lettering with the PleasureMed name. The City prohibits signage that “identifies,
advertises, or lists the services or the products offered” (PMC §5.78.170(F)(2)). PleasureMed’s name draws
inspiration from the medicinal and recreational health and wellness benefits associated with cannabis.
While we do not believe our title identifies the services or products to be offered, we will not employ the
green cross on our Company’s logo in any way on the exterior of the building. PleasureMed will confer
with planning and design review during the Sign Permit process to determine whether it is necessary to
incorporate low-profile street signage that features our company monogram, PM, as opposed to the
longhand PleasureMed. Signage lettering will neither be backlit nor externally lit so as to comply with City
signage requirements for cannabis businesses (PMC §5.78.170(F)(2)). Next to the entrance, two engraved
metal plaques will tastefully remind clientele that: (1) consumption of cannabis is prohibited on the
premises, in public, or in areas adjacent to the business (PMC §5.78.170(F)(4)), and (2) that no person
under the age of twenty-one (21) shall be permitted, with the exception of patients between the ages of 18
to 20 years old with valid prescription (PMC §5.78.170(G)(3)). On the interior a health warning sign will
be placed at the point of sales counter in a conspicuous location at eye height.
Beyond our inviting traditional exterior, PleasureMed’s entry experience and interior design concept
include craftsmen quality molding and trim work as well as the aforementioned natural wood coffered
ceilings (See Attachments A, B). The elegant yet inviting façade opens to the foyer where you are greeted
by an employee who you may mistake as a curator, or concierge, as the mood blankets your senses. DBG
LA’s attention to detail for the PleasureMed interior is unsurpassed in the cannabis retail industry; the high
ceilings are finished with craftsman style wood panels and beams creating a recessed pattern that increases
the airiness to an already voluminous space. The walls and ceilings feature hand-crafted, recessed shelving
that further adds to the ambiance of the sales floor. The hand-crafted wood-work serves as an idyllic
backdrop for the store’s exhibition of locally sourced art. The store’s fixtures include in-set apothecary
cabinets, raised library shelving, antique display tables with superficial diamond-cut glass casing, and
hanging iron candelabra fixtures, that harmonize the interior’s old world and modern elements.
Refined craftsman quality shelving and trim work envelopes the interior with understated sophistication.
The service desks, also light-stained wood, span two of the facility’s walls making shelved products
inaccessible to customers, while the apothecary display tables enable patrons to peruse products and
investigate their dosing and content information. Cannabis Specialists dressed in formal attire can be seen
advising patrons about products and effects. The designated open floor space allows patrons to flow
throughout the facility with ease while enhancing walkability of the facility. Our trained cannabis specialists
will not only be required to maintain expert product knowledge, but they will also be expected to have a
working knowledge of Pasadena culture and current community happenings. Instead of a pushy, trafficbased business model, PleasureMed seeks to create an interior environment that invites clientele to explore
cannabis and its health and wellness benefits in a comfortable, supportive, and familiar environment.
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The Interior design concept is a fusion between California’s Mission Style and the Old-World Styling of
Havana’s world-renowned Apothecaries. The theme of the Dispensary’s interior has been designed to create
a relaxed and disarming environment where patrons can talk with Cannabis Specialists and carefully
consider the plethora of health-based cannabis products PleasureMed has to offer. PleasureMed intends to
attract social congregation by creating an environment that is as equally aesthetically stimulating as it is
welcoming to an all-inclusive spectrum of patron.
The ceilings will be embellished with hanging iron candelabras that provide ample lighting while
maintaining the sophisticated appearance of the building. Interior detail work sourced from local tradesman
pays homage to the Craftsman heritage found throughout the City’s buildings. The interior will also feature
Spanish style, terra-cotta, tiled floors that blend the exterior’s Spanish Revival architectural style into the
store’s interior retail atmosphere. The detailed finish work and custom shelving of the interior are intended
to create an old-world atmosphere reminiscent of Pasadena Central Library’s grand Main Hall. By
designing interior and exterior environments that are traditionally grounded, PleasureMed hopes to create
an atmosphere that is timeless, comfortable, luxurious, and, above all else, familiar. (LU §7.3; §8.5)
Landscaping will be employed to the fullest extent permitted by our ultimate location. The rich horticultural
history of Pasadena requires that landscaping be conscientiously updated or incorporated into any new
business. California’s temperate environment can sustain a wide variety of landscaping, but California
natives found throughout the San Gabriel Mountains and Arroyo-Seco will be emphasized in order to reduce
watering needs and reflect the area’s diverse natural flora. The Landscaping plan will incorporate
xeriscaping for the selected drought tolerant local species and will take design cues from the ornate gardens
throughout Pasadena. The iron windows and entry ways of the exterior will be accentuated by short-medium
California-native, drought tolerant trees with a selection of rose bushes enclosed by decomposed granite
walkways (location permitting). Exterior landscaping will also incorporate native shrub-hedges and, of
course, a garden in the City of Roses would not be complete without rose bushes.
“When I started doing gardening in Pasadena, it was just roses and lawns and hedges. Now I see
native and Mediterranean plants, and a lot more drought-tolerant gardens. […] I’ve traveled all
over the US, and I think this is one of the prettiest places in the country.” – Ramon Franco
PleasureMed’s design concept incorporates lighting as both an architectural and security feature. Exterior
lighting will include downward-facing iron fixtures that illuminate the exterior of the building and
surrounding pedestrian areas. Exterior lighting will be designed to maximize visibility and enhance site
safety and prevent potential crime. As earlier discussed, interior lighting will feature massive round antique
candelabras that tie in with other iron finishes as well as the exterior lighting. Lighting fixtures will include
energy-efficient Edison bulbs which feature exposed filament and exude an aura of antiquity. Further, all
lighting shall be installed and maintained so as to illuminate all areas of the sales floor as well as limited
access areas so as to prevent potential theft and/or diversion.
Parking- With intentions of locating in the Central District, South Fair Oaks, or East Pasadena area,
PleasureMed will need to be adaptive with respect to its parking plans. PleasureMed will secure three
parking spots per 1,000 square feet of retail space in accordance with PMC §14.46.040. PleasureMed’s
hopes to locate in an area with ample parking, with exception to potential locations in the Central District.
Landscaping will be extended throughout the parking area to create a cohesive exterior theme. Multiple
locations in East Pas would permit the installation of a parklet within the parking area. Handicap parking
and ADA compliant walkways will ensure all patrons can access the facility. All three selected
neighborhoods feature proximity to Metro gold lines and other public transit. Entrances and walkways shall
be oriented towards public walkways, bike paths, and transit. We will integrate bike racks and electric
vehicle spaces, as well as offer incentives to clients who use alternative modes of transit. Our staff will also
be trained to encourage and advise on alternative transit options within the city (LU §18.6). If required, we
will lease supplemental off-site parking spaces, provide parking validation, or contract with local parking
businesses such as structures/lots to “ensure adequate off-street parking” (PMC §17.24.020).
By employing a neutral tone on the exterior, natural-light inducing archways, and strategic landscaping and
greenery, PleasureMed’s building pronounces itself while harmonizing the unique personality of its
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surroundings. The exterior design concept defers to the Pasadena’s General Plan and Land Use Elements
and seeks to enhance the community by helping satisfy the development and commerce goals of the targeted
communities where PleasureMed intends to operate. (LU §10.7)
While we may be overthinking the importance of the effect the design concept has on prospective clientele,
we feel that creating a familiar and comfortable atmosphere grounded in tradition and old-world character
will allow PleasureMed to adapt its business model to the selective areas where cannabis dispensaries have
been approved based off of the City’s zoning and buffer parameters (PMC §17.50.066).
Of the ten Community Places outlined in the City’s General Plan, only four are zoned for a cannabis
dispensary: South Fair Oaks; Central District; East Colorado; and East Pasadena. These areas are comprised
of a combination of the Third, Fourth, Sixth, Seventh Districts. Accordingly, while PleasureMed’s business
model and overall plan have been developed with deference to the Pasadena community as a whole, we
have also paid specific attention to the potential communities where we would be operating if given the
chance to engage in this venture with the City of Pasadena.
Pasadena’s neighborhoods host an eclectic range of architecture and design spanning Spanish tile roofs,
brick façades, and the classic craftsman style eminent in a number of the city’s historic homes. Our location
will seek to repurpose and revitalize an existing building in order to accommodate the planned Dispensary
(LU §8.4; §10.6). The locations considered meet all zoning and buffer requirements, which require
buildings to be farther than 600 feet from all existing schools, daycares, youth-oriented facilities, in-home
(family daycares), substance abuse centers, residential zones, parks, libraries, k-12 schools, and church or
faith congregations. The buildings considered are also more than 500 feet from any cannabis testing facility,
and 1,000 feet away from other cannabis retailers and cultivation sites in compliance with local and state
requirements; however, final zoning considerations will be attended to if Pasadena invites us to operate in
its City following the application screening process (PMC §17.50.066 (d)).
PleasureMed’s design provides an upgraded aesthetic while maintaining the scale of businesses in the
neighborhood (LU §§6.1-2). Our facility is designed to further the City’s goal of quality architecture, site
design, and an emphasis on city walkability (LU §§6.1-2; §§5.1-2). Specifically, the building aims to fit in
with and enhance the diverse architectural style of Pasadena and the existing neighborhood and will be built
with high-quality permanent building materials to reduce maintenance requirements (LU §7.1).
PleasureMed’s designs incorporate ADA requirements and we are committed to sourcing the highest quality
building materials and labor from local businesses to help support local economy and keep spending in
Pasadena (E.g., McCann’s Custom Cabinetry, Dorado Design & Construction, Hollywood Iron Works
Pasadena, Saxum Tile, Cisco Home Pasadena). The building has been designed to incorporate landscaping
and we intend to feature publicly viewable art and bicycle parking (LU §10.7).
Our proposed exterior and interior renovations will require commitment of significant capital expenditures
in an effort to accomplish the City’s goals of adaptive reuse, neighborhood compatibility and community
enhancement. However, investing in community enhancement is an incumbent responsibility of a sensitiveuse business that has much to gain by operating in a prestigious community like Pasadena. Further, we are
confident our investment in neighborhood enhancement will serve to inspire similar enhancement efforts
throughout the community as well as to ease community apprehension towards the industry. Our design
concept is not only deferential to the community aesthetic, it also seeks to appeal to the character and ideals
embedded in Pasadena’s social fabric. Pasadena’s conservative and elderly communities are understandably
circumspect with respect to the introduction of the cannabis industry, and despite our affinity for the local
Craftsman, Arts & Crafts, and Mid-Century Modern architecture, we felt that a traditional building would
ground our presence with historical legitimacy and better allow us to soften the prejudices certain
constituents of the community may have towards the cannabis industry.
We know that based off of the City’s licensing and CUP process we will need to be adaptable to multiple
neighborhoods and locations from a design perspective in order to ensure we fit into the community and
enhance the respective neighborhood. From an overall design aesthetic, PleasureMed aims to maintain and
enhance the unique architectural heritage and character of the City of Pasadena. We have endeavored to
develop a boutique business model that is so in synch with the character and identity of Pasadena that we
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are able to successfully operate in any neighborhood within the City. However, we are also aware of the
importance Pasadena places on massing, scale, and unique neighborhood character, so we are prepared to
adapt our exterior and interior design concept to whichever properly zoned location we secure. Ultimately,
wherever our zoning fate takes us, we are confident in our team’s ability to execute a design that uniquely
encapsulates Pasadena’s architectural heritage in a way that enhances the local neighborhood.
DESIGN CONCEPT INTEGRATION
While Pasadena is replete with a diversity of well-known architectural styles and boasts buildings designed
by the likes of Frank Lloyd Wright, Greene & Greene, Frank Gehry, Paul Williamson, and Myron Hunt,
we feel our Spanish/Mediterranean Exterior design can be fine-tuned to effortlessly integrate within any
neighborhood in the City. Our interior craftsman finishes and mission-style atmosphere create a relaxed
and familiar retail setting. Both the interior and exterior designs incorporate green materials and open,
natural-light filled spaces, which combine to achieve an ideal aesthetic that creates a sense of comfort and
familiarity by paying homage to Pasadena’s heritage and its values. (LU §§6.1-2)
In line with PleasureMed’s philosophy and brand identity, our architectural design, landscaping, and
interior design work in unison to embody and portray PleasureMed’s understated and welcoming
sophistication. We worked intently to ensure form was not accomplished at the expense of function or
practicality. We drew inspiration from Pasadena’s rich architectural history while integrating proven retail
design features. For example, PleasureMed’s floorplan is reminiscent of the classy open flow store layout
of “The Apartment” – Los Angeles (https://theline.com/pages/the-apartment-los-angeles). PleasureMed
incorporates details that go far beyond anything currently employed in the industry; our communityinspired design approach emphasizes the uniqueness of the PleasureMed Pasadena project.
Every facet of this proposed project, especially the design concept, has been specifically tailored to establish
a Dispensary whose physical and emotional presence, as well as its branding and imagery, speak to
Pasadena’s traditions and values. PleasureMed has spent considerable time developing an interior design
that complements our exterior design while embodying PleasureMed’s welcoming and understated
sophistication. PleasureMed’s interior is designed to amplify the sensory experience and create a museumlike setting to display our select variety of top-end products. The character and community fit exuded by
PleasureMed’s integrated interior and exterior design concepts will guarantee PleasureMed’s successful
integration into the existing urban fabric and architectural landscape of its surrounding neighborhood.
In the City of Pasadena there are very few districts that provide a viable environment and include properly
zoned properties for cannabis dispensaries. After much deliberation, PleasureMed has narrowed their
prospective location to just three districts, which include districts 3, 4, 6, as well as their incorporated
neighborhoods. PleasureMed’s designs take into consideration the important aspects that create each subdistrict’s unique identity and we have fashioned a business plan that is amenable to each neighborhood.
DISTRICT 4: PleasureMed has chosen Council District 4’s East Pasadena sub-district as a prospective
location for our operations. East Pasadena is the city’s second largest employment center and a prominent
retail area providing jobs, services, and goods to the eastern region of Pasadena. The Fourth District’s
community goals include providing additional employment opportunities by facilitating the expansion of
existing businesses, developing new businesses, and providing residences in close proximity to transits,
thereby improving traffic and the walkability of the city. East Pasadena currently lacks the character and
walkability of the Central District and areas within the South Fair Oaks neighborhood; however, we see our
presence in East Pas as an opportunity to Reinvigorate Economic Vitality to the community and to Extend
the Existing Charm of the City’s other districts Eastward. (LU §§11.1-3) (See Attachment A)
As you cross into Pasadena on Route 66 practically every other storefront on the North side of East Colorado
Boulevard is out of business or vacant. This is the City’s entrance via Route 66, a quarter of a mile of rundown buildings and squandered potential. PleasureMed is confident that it could successfully fit into any
of the available properties that line Colorado Boulevard between Sierra Madre Villa and South Kinneloa
Avenues. Our presence on this stretch of Colorado Boulevard and the high volume of traffic resulting from
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the nearby 210 Freeway and the Sierra Madre Gold Line Station would immediately attract new businesses
to the area looking to leverage increased exposure (LU §11.3).
Our building’s design is intended to immediately establish a strong sense of place by extending Pasadena’s
historical footprint to the Eastern end of town and helping spread the Civic identity of Pasadena. In this
regard, our designs pay homage to the Beaux Arts movement by integrating features that enhance the beauty
of the area while simultaneously bringing unity to the community as a whole. PleasureMed’s signature
expansive iron windows will be adorned with locally sourced iron light fixtures and climbing greenery that
are evocative of Pasadena’s architectural and horticultural heritage.
The commercial corridor on East Colorado is adorned with a wide array of frontages that lack any type of
specific identity. Many of the businesses are vacant, run-down, and in need of an upgrade or “adaptive
reuse”. These buildings and the surrounding neighborhood are in need of a catalyst that breathes life into
this area of the City and attracts complementary health and wellness businesses (LU §11.3). Even more
important than generating economic traffic, this area needs to be infused with the charm and character found
within the City’s Central District.
Our facility’s proposed wrought-iron, glass windows are inspired by the Spanish, Mediterranean, and
Ranchero architectural styles common throughout the region. PleasureMed’s renderings for District 4
reflect a slightly-more modern exterior that represents a fusion of Spanish Mediterranean and art-deco
styles. PleasureMed intends to create a parklet in the front of the business, if space and the planning
department allow. The parklet will provide landscaping and a local public art feature, in the form of a
natural stone fountain or sculpture, so not only customers, but also the community at large can benefit from
the building’s presence. Ideally, the design will incorporate a locally commissioned stone water feature,
reminiscent of City Hall’s courtyard fountain, thereby adding beauty to the neighborhood and instilling a
sense of community ownership and pride.
PleasureMed hopes to build on the community’s vision by bringing the first local and state licensed
cannabis dispensary in the area that offers priority employment to individuals living in Pasadena. Local
workers will be offered incentives to encourage them to walk, bike or take public transit to work so as to
reduce traffic and parking congestion (LU §4.11; §§5.1-2). PleasureMed has decided to target East
Pasadena locations within a few blocks of the Sierra Madre Gold Line to help keep commerce centralized
in this area and reduce outward expansion of businesses and populations to neighboring communities. By
reducing density shifts in the community and keeping spending centralized, PleasureMed hopes to offer
further protection to the residential zones located within the neighborhood while enhancing the economic
vitality of East Pasadena (LU §11.3).
PleasureMed is committed to enhancing Pasadena’s walkability and has incorporated a number of design
principles to encourage customers and employees to use alternative transportation to automobiles. All of
the facility’s exits will be oriented toward walkways, bike paths, and transit to encourage the use of these
transportation modes. Additionally, PleasureMed will encourage transit use by offering a 5% discount to
patrons who travel by transit and present their TAP card or transit receipt (upon approval by the City
Manager; PMC §8.11.040(G)).
Being located in East Pasadena provides opportunity to attract spending within Pasadena by establishing a
loyal clientele base that extends into the Sierra Madre, Arcadia, and East Pasadena communities. Of course,
if we have learned anything in this process it is that Pasadena and its surrounding communities value
respectful privacy and we have no plans to impose our presence on neighboring communities through loud
and blatantly distasteful advertising methods. In fact, unlike most competitors’ current practices,
PleasureMed’s advertising techniques are, and will continue to be, compliant with Pasadena’s Municipal
Code, which prohibits tasteless advertising techniques such as those that employ public billboards, bus
stations, and aircraft (PMC §5.78.170(F)(6)). We are confident that our community and service-oriented
business model, coupled with our elegant marketing and community appropriate branding, will inspire word
of mouth referrals sufficient to attract the attention of our neighbors so that we and the Pasadena community
can welcome them with open economic arms. (LU §11.3)
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DISTRICT 3: On the other end of Colorado Boulevard you have District 3’s Central District, which is
another prospective locale for PleasureMed Pasadena. The Central District is rooted in the historic heart of
Pasadena and is the retail epicenter of Pasadena. Its shops and restaurants create a walkable corridor that
extends from Old Town Shops, down past the historic US Post Office, the beautiful Playhouse Plaza and
the iconic Vroman’s, continuing past Canterbury Record Shop, all the way to Lake Blvd. Commercially
this corridor is an ideal location for a Cannabis Dispensary, but its Central locality requires reverential
sensitivity so as to avoid imposing our presence upon the Olde Guarde of Olde Towne. (LU §7.3; §8.4)
This area’s centralized location and plentiful retail, dining, and entertainment opportunities make it a
favorable location for not only a cannabis dispensary, but practically any prospective business. The
district’s vision includes a desire to build upon the existing strengths of a vibrant downtown with a mix of
uses, walkable areas with restaurants, shopping, entertainment, offices and housing connected by multiple
modes of transit. The area has two quick access points to the Metro Gold Line with the Lake and Memorial
Park Stations, and its lends itself to alternative modes of transportation because, frankly, there are very few
places to park and parking isn’t cheap.
The Central District’s self-sustaining economic vitality implies that newcomers bear the responsibility of
assimilating without disruption. Colorado Boulevard’s world-class, boutique retail shops are interspersed
with diverse eating options, a Tiffany & Co., professional practices, historic buildings, theaters, and so
much more. These businesses and places all co-exist in a careful balance within the Central District and
most of them have been there for years.
The Central District is broken up into four sub-districts (historic districts) and PleasureMed has narrowed
these to just two sub-districts – Old Pasadena and the Playhouse historic districts. PleasureMed has largely
based this decision off of the availability of properly zoned properties and the districts’ existing economic
opportunities (PMC §17.50.066).
Old Pasadena is known as the historic core of the city that has developed into an energetic entertainment
and retail destination. The neighborhood is home to high-end, boutique retailers and it also hosts a number
of elegant galleries. The neighborhood provides plenty of dining opportunities for those looking to get a
quick bite to eat or those looking to enjoy a fine-dining experience. Additionally, all of these attractions are
just a short walk from Pasadena Gold Line’s Del Mar and Memorial Park Stations providing ease of
transportation into and out of the historic district.
The Playhouse Historic District is the cultural epicenter of Pasadena and features an abundance of
museums, restaurants, bookstores, universities, theatres, and mixed commercial and housing projects. From
Vroman’s to the iconic Canterbury Records and Ice House Comedy Club, the district is oozing with options
for arts and culture enthusiasts. The district also plays host to community-building events like ARTWalk,
Neighborhood Nights, LitFest and, Wine Walk, of course. Being within close proximity of Old Pasadena,
this neighborhood draws on many of the same principles as its neighbor. Many of the iconic buildings
within the Playhouse district possess the same Spanish/Mediterranean style seen throughout the City.
Accordingly, design principles for both of these neighborhoods will largely go unchanged as they will
incorporate many of the same design elements that speak to both neighborhoods’ land use policies and
cultural heritage.
PleasureMed would like to build upon the strengths of the Central District and incorporate design principles
that speak to the identities of both Old Pasadena and the Playhouse districts. It was with this goal in mind
that PleasureMed Pasadena designed its Dispensary to enhance the retail environment of the neighborhood
through the establishment of a high-end, boutique cannabis retail store whose community-focused approach
and commitment to health and wellness engender community trust. PleasureMed will offer products for
refined and responsible clientele including those looking for a highly-sought after cultivar, or those new to
cannabis wishing to find a product that offers many of cannabis’ benefits without the associated high.
Through unique product offerings with a service and information-based business model, PleasureMed will
create high customer retention in an unparalleled retail environment that will benefit neighboring businesses
through shared foot traffic. (See Attachment B)
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PleasureMed will enhance and maintain the Central District’s walkability by encouraging alternative modes
of transportation and providing a place for people to park their bikes if they choose to walk around and
enjoy the many amenities of the Central District (LU §§5.1-2; §10.3; §11.3). PleasureMed is dedicated to
finding a property within proximity of a Metro Gold Line Station in order to not only encourage public
transit and overall walkability of the Central District, but to also attract traffic from throughout the region
and keep visitor’s centralized, which will effectively attract more spending in the Central District and
enhance the economic vitality of the community. PleasureMed’s overarching goal would be to have all
customers use alternative modes of transportation, but this is simply unfeasible. Accordingly, in areas such
as the Central District that offer off street parking in parking structures, PleasureMed will validate customer
parking for nearby structures. We will also look into other arrangements with nearby lots. By offering offstreet parking PleasureMed will decrease parking congestion in areas that cater to a higher concentration of
visitors (PMC §17.24.020).
Our vision includes leveraging our health and wellness model to encourage clientele to explore not only the
Central District, but all of what Pasadena has to offer, from its numerous museums, its rich education, to
the nearby San Gabriel Mountains, and the 31 National Historic Districts sprinkled throughout the City.
Our staff will be trained to discuss local events and community happenings, as well as to encourage local
walkable activities such as heritage tours and hiking options. We seek to act as a central hub for visitors to
travel to and from when visiting PleasureMed and Pasadena.
“I particularly love the variety of mountain walks. Drive ten minutes from Old Town and
you can be in the middle of a forest.” – Jonathan Gold
Typical Dispensary models aim to attract a high volume of traffic with no regard to the type of clientele
they introduce or the effects this traffic has on the surrounding community. Some Dispensaries can perform
over a hundred transactions per hour and the overflow caused by their traffic results in loitering, traffic
congestion, littering, parking issues, and other negative effects on surrounding businesses. PleasureMed’s
boutique model is instead focused on cultivating a select type of clientele that is consistent with the culture
of Pasadena. Rather than attract “stoners” looking to score weed, we seek to support a clientele that is
interested in organically farmed cannabis, learning about proper dosing techniques, and exploring personal
health and wellness, so as to avoid subjecting the neighborhood to red-eyed zombies espousing half-baked
conspiracy theories in the public right-of-way. Nonetheless the facility’s free flow design and multiple point
of sales counters will allow PleasureMed to handle high-traffic when necessary and ensure adequate
queuing space to avoid interruption of pedestrian flow (PMC §17.24.050(F)).
Our business model is aimed to appeal to a wide spectrum of potential clientele, but our interest is to help
refine the general understanding and attitudes of the community towards cannabis. In order to avoid illegal
consumption and public smoking, if we locate in the Central District we will heavily restrict, or completely
eliminate, ready-to-smoke offerings such as pre-rolled joints. Our goal of promoting responsible usage and
proper dosing of cannabis is essential to our ability to create an informed clientele that respects the
underlying mores of Pasadena.
The exterior of PleasureMed will be designed to be compatible with the scale, density and urban design
features of the neighborhood. PleasureMed has drawn considerable inspiration from the historic landmarks
in Pasadena such as Castle Green, the Civic Center, as well as non-historic retail stores in the neighborhood
when compiling our design. By tying in features displayed in the civic architecture of Old Pasadena,
PleasureMed will help preserve and enhance the historic core of the Old Pasadena and Playhouse Districts.
(LU §7.3; §8.1; §§8.4-5)
While our included renderings (See Attachments A, B) reflect our decision to appeal to Pasadena’s tradition
with a Spanish/Mediterranean style façade, we are aware of the community’s commitment to scale and
massing and we are prepared to modify our design to avoid overcrowding of architectural styles in a specific
area. For instance, if we located at the vacant building on the Northern corner of Colorado Blvd and
Pasadena Ave, we would probably design the exterior to reflect a Mid-Century or Art-Deco façade to avoid
repetition of the Spanish style of the long-standing Paper Source building next door. Pasadena’s Central
District possesses a unique charm that is rare throughout Southern California, and our team is prepared to
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adapt our design concept to ensure we fit into the existing fabric of the local community. However, we are
steadfastly committed to our community and service-focused business model and resolved to executing a
high-end retail Dispensary whose exterior and interior presence provide integrative enhancement to the
surrounding neighborhood while lowering the community’s inhibitions and earning their trust with respect
to the potential health and wellness benefits offered by cannabis.
PleasureMed will locally source all of its building materials for its dispensary. Similar to our design in East
Pasadena, this location will exhibit large archways, adorned with handcrafted, painted tiles and locally
produced wrought iron light fixtures that will provide ample light for pedestrians on the exterior of the
building. Exterior features will be embellished with landscaping that enriches their artistic character, and
the interior will be an exhibit of fine craftsman style design. PleasureMed’s community-focused business
model and architectural fit within the Central District, will allow it to integrate within and enhance its
surrounding neighborhood.
DISTRICT 6: Pasadena’s District 6 marks the entrance into Pasadena from the north 101 termination point
to Pasadena’s Central District. The district is home to a couple of influential institutions such as the
Huntington Memorial hospital as well as The Art Center College of Design’s south campus. District 6
incorporates the South Fair Oaks community, which is concentrated around Pasadena Gold Line’s Fillmore
Station. South Fair Oaks has become increasingly recognized due to the vast employment opportunities
emerging in the area. South Fair Oaks’ community goals include neighborhood improvements that
capitalize on the presence of the current uses, focusing development adjoining the Fillmore Station,
introducing housing for the existing institutions, and adapting underutilized industrial areas for new
businesses and job-generating uses.
PleasureMed has chosen the South Fair Oaks neighborhood as another prospective neighborhood for our
cannabis dispensary as it offers abundant potential for emergent businesses in Pasadena. Our presence in
South Fair Oaks would accomplish local goals to adaptively reuse parts of the underutilized industrial areas
while creating local employment opportunities as well as increasing foot-traffic and bringing economic
vitality to the area (LU §§11.1-4). Similar to our goal in the Central District, PleasureMed wishes to bring
an unparalleled cannabis retail experience to the South Fair Oaks community. The retail store will offer a
plethora of cannabis goods and provide educational services catering to new and experienced users. Our
high-end product offerings emphasizing the plant’s health and wellness benefits will create high customer
retention and shared foot traffic between businesses in the local community. (LU §§5.1-2; §10.19)
As part of our Fair Oaks vision, PleasureMed will seek an underutilized property to establish a high-end
retail dispensary near Fillmore’s Gold Line station. PleasureMed plans to convert the property and locally
source materials and labor for the build out. The exterior design will be well-suited with the neighboring
structures and incorporate design elements of the Huntington Memorial Hospital as well as features found
in a number of exemplary retail spaces in South Fair Oaks. The more industrial feel of the South Fair Oaks
community lends itself to a slightly modernized exterior design with industrial exterior lighting and
geometric tile encasing the arched windows. The exterior will be lit by locally sourced iron light fixtures
that direct light toward pedestrian walk ways, thereby increasing visibility. Further, our interior designs,
which include plans to feature gallery space for local artists, antique display tables, and hand-crafted
shelving and mill-work, blend perfectly with the numerous antique stores that line Fair Oaks Avenue.
PleasureMed is committed to furthering economic development to the South Fair Oaks neighborhood and
will encourage customers to use alternate modes of transportation to increase foot traffic for neighboring
businesses. The premises will feature a bike parking station for both customers and visitors so that they can
park their bikes and stroll around the community. Customers and Employees will have maps available to
them outlining the city’s public transportation, featured landmarks, as well as biking and walking paths to
encourage these uses (LU §§5.1-2; §10.19; §11.3). With limited viable retail locations, South Fair Oaks is
primed for some well-executed community enhancement, and stores like Jones Coffee have already laid
the foundation for a unique retail atmosphere to develop within the region. PleasureMed will make sure to
direct clients to Jones’ tamale Tuesdays and live-piano sessions so as to encourage local congregation and
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community participation. PleasureMed’s high-end retail environment and customer loyalty packages will
create a steady flow of customers and increase the economic vitality of South Fair Oaks. (LU §§11.1-3)
South Fair Oak’s land use plan favors businesses that maintain and enhance the landscape features found
in the neighborhood. Accordingly, PleasureMed will preserve and maintain any viable landscaping
surrounding the property. New landscaping will be planted to enhance curb appeal of the business and the
immediate community. In addition to the elegance portrayed by PleasureMed’s iron glass frontage and the
visible interior finishes PleasureMed intends to feature exterior art that exudes community pride – whether
it be a stone statue or fountain, hand-painted tile, landscaped parklet, or garden.
Zoning will ultimately circumspect our property choices and options, but we will endeavor to find a location
that allows us to execute a design for the entirety of the community to enjoy (LU §10.7). We pledge to use
the highest quality materials, including green materials, sourced from local businesses within Pasadena or
the immediate surrounding area. Local contractors, craftsmen, and labor will be sourced for the execution
of interior and exterior renovation. Regardless of neighborhood or district, PleasureMed’s ownership team
has proven experience with integrating various types of sensitive use activities within a wide spectrum of
neighborhoods. Our experience, and PleasureMed’s dedication to the development of a Dispensary that
integrates into the urban fabric and architectural landscape of Pasadena and its immediate neighborhoods,
uniquely qualify PleasureMed as a partner for the City of Pasadena and its neighborhoods as they invite the
cannabis industry into their community.
INTEGRATION OF SECURITY MEASURES

REDACTED
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REDACTED
ODOR CONTROL PLAN
PleasureMed’s operations include avoiding odor nuisances that may result from cannabis dispensing
operations. The dispensary has designed the following odor control plan to mitigate any potential odor
nuisance. No ventilation exhaust shall face or be directed towards a neighboring property’s entrance, exit,
pedestrian or loading area. The dispensary will not emit perceptible noxious or cannabis odors. State law
requires all products to be securely packaged upon acceptance at the facility, and display models are not to
be unpackaged without the supervision of an employee. Open products in the customer retail space are
prohibited (16 CCR §5412; §5405). PleasureMed will nonetheless take proactive measures to mitigate any
potential odor nuisance.
ODOR CONTROL TECHNOLOGY: The best control technology for cannabis dispensary facilities is carbon
filtration in a negative pressure space (PMC §8.11.060(C)). Although this technology is typically employed
at cultivation facilities, we will adapt the equipment and procedures as a precautionary measure and goodfaith effort to carry out our good neighbor policy. Carbon air filters are the premier technology for
controlling cannabis related odor; they neutralize air through activated carbon that is designed to chemically
absorb odor and other impurities. PleasureMed will use high-performance carbon filters to mitigate the
smell associated with stocked cannabis products, thereby neutralizing all noxious odors. High-performance
filters are 46mm thick and machine packed with extremely small granules, which results in at least 15%
more carbon than what is contained in 38mm thick carbon beds of most economy grade filters. Carbon
filters will be combined with PleasureMed’s heating ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC) system to
eliminate all odors generated in our facility’s various rooms. All rooms with cannabis product in them will
have high-performance filters installed into the air return in addition to the general air system’s exhaust
having a filter attached.
The dispensary will be conditioned using multiple split heat pump systems of various capacities and a
ductless mini-split system. Each split system, excluding the ductless mini-system, is equipped with unit
level pleated filters. Fresh air is brought to each ducted system via a fresh air duct that is run to the exterior
of the dispensary. Fresh air quantities are calculated using the American Society of Heating and
Refrigeration Engineers (ASHRAE) Standard 62.1. Fresh air will effectively pressurize the space.
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ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS
Procedural Activities: Employees and management are responsible for maintaining the air lock at all times
when within the dispensing areas and other odor emitting rooms. All doors to odor-producing rooms must
be closed off whenever possible to ensure proper functioning of the filtration system and ventilation returns.
Staff Training Procedures: All staff will be trained in upkeep protocol and troubleshooting for the
ventilation system and carbon filters. Detailed service logs will be kept with respect to all HVAC and carbon
filters so that staff is aware of how long a filter has been in use. Filters will be changed every six (6) months
or more rapidly if staff becomes aware of any odor permeating the facility. The HVAC and ventilation
system will be professionally monitored and maintained with quarterly service appointments. Any system
failures will be immediately reported to management staff and any problems that cannot be dealt with
internally will result in immediately contacting a professional service technician.
Record Keeping: Staff shall keep meticulous records with respect to the HVAC system and carbon filters.
All of the following must be documented in PleasureMed company database: (i) records of purchases of
replacement carbon, (ii) performed maintenance tracking, (iii) documentation and notification of
malfunctions, (iv) scheduled and performed training sessions, and (v) monitoring of administrative and
engineering controls. Odor mitigation records shall be made available to the Department upon request
(PMC §8.11.060(D)).
Engineering Controls & System Design: The dispensary will be designed for negative pressure to contain
internal odors. This is accomplished by using a belt-driven exhaust fan to remove fresh air provided for the
occupants and an additional amount to ensure negative pressure in the space. To prevent odor escaping the
dispensary, an in-line exhaust fan equipped with a carbon filter will be used in a rack-mounted
configuration. Activated carbon effectively absorbs and controls odor via absorption. Running systems will
be air balanced to ensure design air flows for supply, fresh air, and exhaust air base values are met. A
differential pressure gauge will be used to ensure a negative building static between 0.05” and a maximum
of 0.15’ building static. Initial testing with a calibrated sensor will establish the baseline of operations for
odors in the outgoing airstream. The engineering control system and all components shall be reviewed and
certified by a Professional Engineer or a Certified Industrial Hygienist as meeting professional expectations
of competency and as sufficient to effectively mitigate odors from all odor sources.
Maintenance Plan: The odor-emission maintenance plan will include monthly systemic checkups to ensure
that the odor control system is operating to maintain the baseline. Maintenance will include checking the
company records to see how long each filter has been in use and analyzing whether or not a given filter
should be changed. Replacement filters will be required as determined by the calibrated sensor on the test
equipment. While high-performance carbon filters can work for up to 24 months, all filters will be assessed
monthly in order to ensure the filter is still functioning properly. High-performance carbon filters feature
indicators that allow staff to analyze filter viability and assess the need to change filters out.
Testing will be done in accordance with Standardized Odor Measurement Practices for Air Quality Testing
or any other state-established testing standards for cannabis businesses. Testing will be done with a field
olfactometer, calibrated in accordance with ASTM E544-75 and AWMA odor control standards, using the
scheduled monitoring protocol. Daily monitoring will include walkabouts near the exhaust system. Data
will be compared using a 5-point OIRS (Odor Intensity Reference Scale) for daily readings. When values
are 3 on the 5-point scale the carbon-filtration exhaust system will be evaluated and repaired as required.
Evaluations will include fan operation, distribution system integrity, and carbon filter effectiveness. All
maintenance and testing activities are designed to ensure maintenance of the odor mitigation system and
optimize performance. Service technicians will minimally be scheduled to make a quarterly system
maintenance analysis.
Filter #

ROUTINE FILTER CHECK LOG
Filter Viability
Employee ID
Signature

Date
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Complaint Tracking System: Odor complaints will be processed in the same manner as product complaints.
The manager on duty is in charge of all odor complaints and will receive reports of any nuisance complaints
related to odor emission. All complaints will be dealt with immediately by analyzing the records kept with
regard to the filtration system to identify any potential sources of odor. The exhaust filter will be replaced
and closely monitored to ensure proper functioning. If internal troubleshooting is unable to remedy a given
odor complaint, PleasureMed will immediately contact its service technician to ensure the problem is
properly identified and remedied. All complaints will be logged internally with the details of the complaint
and response procedures (PMC §8.11.060(E)).
Compliance: Upon modifying facility operations that may affect odor control systems PleasureMed will
submit an updated Odor Management Plan to the Department within 30 days of the modification (PMC
§8.11.060(H)). Odors will be controlled as to prevent any odor from being detected outside the licensed
premises, including any adjacent property, public right-of-way, common area walkway, hallway,
breezeway, foyer, lobby, or any other area available for use by common tenants or visiting public, or within
any other unit located inside the same building, if applicable (PMC §8.11.060(H)).

SECTION 4: SECURITY PLAN
SECURITY EXPERIENCE

REDACTED
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Pages 92-104 Redacted
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DirectIP 8300 Series H.265 4K Recorder

DR-8364
Total incoming throughput 900Mbps
Up to 1920ips Full HD real-time recording
Supports H.265 / H.264 codec
Supports UHD display
Up to 1920ips live display
Easy to install, set-up, and play with DirectIP cameras
Expandable up to 144TB using eSATA storage
Supports RAID 1, 5, 10
Supports one click network configuration through FEN service
Supports third-party cameras (Axis, Panasonic, ONVIF)

SPECIFICATIONS

DIMENSIONS
(Unit - mm)

482.6

VIDEO
64 IP Channels

Max. Incoming Throughput

900Mbps

Supported Camera

DirectIP, Axis, Panasonic, ONVIF

Video Outputs

1 HDMI, 1 VGA

Display Resolution

3840 x 2160, 1920 x 1200, 1920 x 1080, 1680 x 1050,
1600 x 1200

Display Speed

Up to 1920ips

Digital Zoom

x2 ~ x12

88

Video Inputs

RECORDING
400Mbps, 1920ips @ Full HD 240ips @ 4K (UHD)

Recording Resolution

Up to 12MP (Depending on IP Camera)

Compression

H.264, H.265

Intelligent Codec

Supported

Recording Mode

Time-lapse, Event, Pre-event, Panic

Trigger Events

Alarm In, Audio Detection, Motion Detection, Trip Zone,
Tampering, Video Loss

523.3

Max. Throughput

PLAYBACK
Performance

16ch Full HD Synchronous Playback
4ch 4K Playback

Search Mode
Digital Zoom

Time-lapse, Event Log, Thumbnail, Motion, Text-in
x2 ~ x12

STORAGE
HDD

SATA x 8, eSATA x 4 (Up to 6TB Capacity for Each Disk),
RAID 1, 5, 10 Supported

Total Capacity

144TB = 6TB x (8 (Internal) + 4 x 4 (External))

CAUTION
RISK OF ELECTRIC SHOCK
DO NOT OPEN

CAUTION : TO REDUCE THE RISK OF ELECTRIC SHOCK.
DO NOT REMOVE COVER (OR BACK).
NO USER-SERVICEABLE PARTS INSIDE.
REFER SERVICING TO QUALIFIED
SERVICE PERSONNEL.

VIDEO IN

VIDEO IN / PoE

Ext.

A

C

E

G

NETWORK
CLIENT

B

D

F

H

RS-485
NC C NO ARI G - +

AUDIO IN

100-240V~

eSATA

1

AUDIO OUT

VGA OUT

HDMI

2

A/1 A/2 A/3 A/4 G Tx Rx

RS -232

NETWORK
Client Connection

Gigabit Ethernet (Client) x 1

Video In Connection

Gigabit Ethernet (Video In) x 3, SFP (Video In) x 2

Transmission Speed

400Mbps / 500Mbps (BRP Mode)

Camera Power

-

Remote Data Export

IDIS Player, AVI, JPG

Event Notification

Email (Attach Clip (.cbf) .MP4), Callback to Remote S/W, Push
Notification (IDIS Mobile), SNS (Twitter)

Two-way Audio

Yes

Client Viewer

IDIS Center, IDIS Mobile, IDIS Web, IDIS Solution Suite

INTERFACE
Local (NVR) : 1 RCA / 1 RCA + 1 HDMI

Audio In / Out

7
1

BP_DR-6108P_Blank_130716
12
13
2 3

4

5

7

Audio In

8

Audio Out

9

VGA Out Port

6 8

1

Factory Reset Button

2

Video In SFP Slots

3

Video In RJ45

4

Network Port

10 HDMI

5

eSATA Ports

11 Alarm Connection Ports

6

USB 3.0

12 Vent

9

10

13

11

Power In Port

IP Camera : 64 / 64 (Depending on IP Camera)
Local (NVR) : 4 / 1

Alarm In / Out

IP Camera : 64 / 64 (Depending on IP Camera)

Alarm Reset In

1

Serial Interface

RS232 (Terminal Block), RS485 (Terminal Block)

USB

USB 2.0 x 2, USB 3.0 x 1

User Interface

Mouse, IR Remote Control, Network Remote Keyboard

GENERAL
Operating System

Embedded Linux

Unit Dimensions (W x H x D)

482.6mm x 88mm x 523.3mm (19” x 3.5” x 20.6”)

Unit Weight

9.9kg (21.8lb) (Without HDD)

Working Temperature

0°C to 40°C (32˚F ~ 104˚F)

Operating Humidity

0% ~ 90%

Power Input

AC 100-240 V, 50/60Hz, 2.0 - 1.0A

Power Consumption

120W (With 8 HDDs)

Approvals

FCC, UL, CE, CB, KC

ACCESSORIES (OPTIONAL)

DH-2212PF

DA-ES1104
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Full HD Vandal-Resistant IR Dome Camera

DC-D3233HRX
Easy installation with DirectIP NVR

PoE (IEEE 802.3af Class 3), 12V DC

Full HD (1080p) resolution

Day and night (ICR)

Motorized Vari-focal lens (f=3.3 - 10mm)

True wide dynamic range (WDR)

micro SD / SDHC / SDXC, Smart Failover

Low light enhancer

Two-way audio

Digital image stabilization (DIS)

Alarm in / out

IR LED (Distance : 20m)

IK10 / IP66 supports

3-axis mechanical design for installation

Built-in heater

Supports ONVIF

SPECIFICATIONS

DIMENSIONS

Angular Field of View

Wide : 95.7º (H), 50.6º (V), 114.4º (D)
Tele : 31.8º (H), 17.9º (V), 36.5º (D)

Pan / Tilt Range

Pan : -176° ~ 176°, Tilt : 0° ~ 66°, Rotate : -90° ~ 90°

Min. Illumination

Color : 0.01 Lux @ F1.3
B/W : 0 Lux (IR LED On)

Dynamic Range
Electronic Shutter Speed
Day and Night
IR Distance (LEDs)
Image Setting
Digital Noise Reduction
Backlight Compensation
Image Stabilizer
De-fog
Privacy Masking
Intelligent Video
Video Out
NETWORK

120dB (WDR)
Auto / Manual (1/30 ~ 1/10000), Anti-Flicker, Slow Shutter ( 1 ~ 1/5, 1/7.5, 1/15)
IR Cut Filter with Auto Switch
20 m / 65.6 ft (6 ea)
Configurable Exposure, White Balance, Sharpness
Configurable 2DNR / 3DNR
On / Off / HSBLC
Yes (DIS)
On / Off
8 Zones
Video Motion Detection, Active Tampering Alarm, Trip Zone
1 BNC (Accessory)

Video Compression
Intelligent Codec
Bitrate Control
Audio Compression
Two-way Audio

DirectIP Mode
Compatibility Mode
H.264 (MP), M-JPEG, H.265
Supported
H.264 - CBR / VBR, H.265 - CBR / VBR
G.726, G.711
Yes

IP Camera Protocol

DirectIP

IDIS
ONVIF Profile S

Max. Frame Rate

30ips : 1920 x 1080(WDR)

60ips : 1920 x 1080
30ips : 1920 x 1080(WDR)

Supported Resolution

1920 x 1080, 1280 x 720,
704 x 480, 640 x 360, 352 x 240

1920 x 1080, 1280 x 720, 704 x 480,
640 x 360, 352 x 240

Multi-video Streaming

Quadruple Streaming

Quadruple Streaming

Network Protocols

DirectIP Protocol

RTP/RTSP/TCP, RTP/RTSP/HTTP/TCP,
RTP/UDP, RTSP/TCP, HTTP, HTTPS, FTP,
SNTP, SMTP, FEN, mDNS, uPNP

Security

SSL Encryption

Multi-user Authority, IEEE 802.1x,
IP Filtering, HTTPS, SSL Encryption

Remote Access Client
Ethernet
Recording Session Buffer
Edge Storage
ALARM AND EVENT
Trigger Event
Event Notification
Audio In / Out
Alarm In / Out
ENVIRONMENTAL
Vandal Proof Casing
Outdoor Ready

DirectIP NVR Connection
IDIS Web, IDIS Mobile, IDIS Solution Suite
RJ45 (10/100/1000 BASE-T)
Yes (Up to 60MB)
micro SD / SDHC / SDXC, Smart Failover

Operating Temperature
Operating Humidity
ELECTRICAL
Power Source
Power Consumption
Approvals
MECHANICAL
Dimensions
Weight

(Unit - mm)

Ø111.5mm

1/3” CMOS
1920 x 1080
Progressive Scan
Motorized Vari-focal
f=3.3 - 10mm
F=1.3 - 2.5
P-Iris

155

VIDEO
Image Sensor
Max. Resolution
Scanning Mode
Lens Type
Focal Length
Aperture
Iris Control

Motion Detection, Audio Detection, Alarm In, Tampering, Trip Zone
Remote S/W, Email (With Image)
Line-in 1ea / Line-out 1ea
Input 1ea / Output 1ea
IK10
IP66, Heater
-40°C ~ +55°C (-40°F ~ +131°F)
*Starting up at above -20°C (-4°F)
0% ~ 90%

ACCESSORIES (OPTIONAL)

DA-MA2100

DA-LM2000

DA-CM2050

DA-RM2000

DA-WM2050

DA-JB2200

DA-FM1300

ACCESSORIES CONFIGURATION TREE

DA-MA2100
Mount Adapter

DA-CM2050
Ceiling Mount

DA-FM1300

DA-WM2050

DA-LM2000

Flush Mount

Wall Mount

Pole Mount

DA-JB2200

DA-RM2000

Junction Box

Corner Mount

12VDC, PoE (IEEE 802.3af Class 3)
11.7W
FCC, CE, KC
Ø155mm x 111.5mm (Ø6.11” x 4.39”)
0.9kg (1.98lb)
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